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INSIDE: New Information Stops Search For Missing Woman
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No budget puts
brakes on local
road projects
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)— The state budget stalemate iS-Ntting the brakes
on some western Kentucky road work, the Transportation Caiintt said.
Spokesman Mike Goins said new contracts will not be awarded for a
rerouted U.S. 68/Ky. 80 in Trigg, Calloway and Graves counties or for a
four-lane expansion of U.S. 60 in McCracken and Ballard counties.
The uncertainty of federal funds and a shortage of state highway money
means delays in the region for most projects scheduled to begin after the
new fiscal year on July 1, Goins said. A construction plan for the next two
years included $181.9 million for projects in Kentucky's 13 westernmost
counties.
Goins said some of the work requires the sale of bonds, which cannot be
done under Gov. Ernie Fletchcr's spending plan. The General Assembly
adjourned in April without passing a budget.
"Once everything is in place as far as funding on the state and federal
levels, we will decide how projects go forward based on availability of
funds and priority of the project," Goins said.
Still on track is preliminary work for a new U.S. 60 bridge over the
Tennessee River between McCracken and Livingston counties.
Other work being delayed is:
le Four-lane expansion of Ky. 121 in Murray.
•Four-lane expansion of U.S. 64-4 near Eddyville to Marion.
II Four-lane expansion of U.S. 62 from Eddyville to Western Kentucky
Parkway
•Restroom construction at Interstate 24 weigh stations in Lyon County.
III Turn lane construction on U.S. 68 in front of Marshall County High
School.
▪ Widening of Ky. 348 in Benton.
•Curve elimination on Ky. 286 in Ballard County near Wickliffe.
II Interchange construction for Interstate 24 in McCracken County.

First tropical storm
of 2004 forms off
South Carolina coast
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Charleston. A tropical storm watch
Tropical storm warnings stretched was levied from Cape Hatteras to
across both Carolina coasts early Oregon Inlet, N.C., and from the
today as the first named storm of the South Santee River to Edisto Beach.
Alex started as a tropical depresAtlantic hurricane season swirled
far off the beaches of South sion Safurday. It churned toward
South Carolina on Sunday at about 7
Carolina.
The center of Tropical Storm mph before becoming stationary
Alex was about 100 miles south- and gathering strength, forecasters
southeast of Charleston, S.C., early said. That strengthening was expecttoday. It was predicted to move a ed to continue.
little closer to the North and South
Although the storm was close to
Carolina coasts. Its winds were shore and conditions were expected
blowing up to 40 mph, forecasters to worsen, Alex had little impact
said. The tropical storm's center was Sunday: Winds in Charleston and
pxpected to reach the Carolinas Myrtle Beach rarely gusted above
'early Tuesday.
15 mph and Myrtle Beach had only
The National Hurricane Center - .08 inches of rain.
'issued a tropical storm warning
"About all it is here is breezy,"
from Cape Hatteras, N.C., to the
„South Santee River, north of
III See Page 2

NOAA./AP Photo

The first tropical depression of the Atlantic hurricane season,
shown in this NOAA satellite photo taken at 6:15 a.m. EDT
Sunday. The depression. which forecasters said could become
a tropical storm Sunday, was centered 115 miles southeast of
Charleston, S.C. it was moving toward the north-northwest near
mph. and a gradual turn toward the north was expected someJ,
time Sunday.
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By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Financial institutions identified as targets of a terrorist plot in
three cities opened for business Monday under
stepped-up security and defiant words from people who said they won't be cowed by the extraordinary intelligence pointing to a potential attack.
Police checked identity cards as employees
filed in to the World Bank headquarters, and
guards at its sister institution across the street, the
International Monetary Fund, swept the underside of cars with detecting devices as they entered
the garage. Security was tightened in New York
City and Newark, N.J., with some Manhattan
streets closed and barricades up.
Police were more visible, although not in large
numbers, in a capital that has already fortified
key buildings against terrorism. "I'm concerned
but we have to carry on as normal," said Shirley
Davies of Britain, who has worked at the IMF for
seven years. The bank and the fund are among
largest employers in Washington, with more than
10,000 people in both buildings, two blocks from
the White House.
Along with the international institutions,
authorities placed the Citigroup Center building
in New York, the New York Stock Exchange and
Prudential Financial Inc.'s headquarters in
Newark, N.J., under heavy scrutiny after unusually detailed information identified those buildings
as terrorism targets, and prompted the government..jp raise its terrorism alert.
New York police closed several streets in midtown Manhattan and banned trucks from bridges
and tunnels leading to Wall Street. John Thain,
chairman of the New York Stock Exchange, said:
"We believe that this is a very, very safe place to
work and we intend to keep the place open."
In Newark, Prudential employees threaded
through police and concrete barriers into their
offices. "I'm a little nervous given the 9111 situation, but I'm confident Prudential's doing everything they can to ensure our safety," said Tracy
Swistak, 27, an analyst in the international

AP Photo

New York City Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, left, answers a question from the media
as New York City's Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly stands nearby during a
press conference regarding possible terrorist attacks against "iconic" financial institutions in New York City Sunday at City Hall in New York.
finance department.
Officials acted on intelligence that Homeland
Security Secretary Tom Ridge called alarmingly
specific. but he said officials could not tell
whether an attack might be imminent and he
encouraged people to go about their business.
"We have to go on being America," he said on
ABC's "Good Morning America.""We can't button up and be what we're not."
A cache of recently obtained information —
including photos, drawings and written documents — indicates that al-Qaida operatives have
undertaken meticulous preparations to case the
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— Homeland Security Sec. Toni Ridge
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five specific buildings.
Ridge on Sunday raised the terror threat level
for financial institutions 'in the three cities to
orange, or high alert, the second highest level on
the
government's
five-point
spectrum.
Elsewhere, he said, the alert would remain at yellow, or elevated.
"Iconic economic targets are at the heart of
(the terrorists') interest." Ridge said.
Thefe was no obvious boost in security at the
White House, where defenses were stiffened after

"We have to go on being America. We can't button up and be what we're not."
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AP Photo

New York Stock Exchange security person George Milian stands watch outside the New York Stock Exchange Sunday. The federal government warned Sunday of possible al-Oaida terrorist attacks against "iconic" financial institutions in New York City,
Washington and Newark, N.J., saying a confluence of chilling intelligence in recent days pointed to a car or truck bomb.
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Top cleric condemns Christian church bombings

From Front
said Dan St. Jean. a meteorologist
'inthe National Weather Service's
Charleston office. High surf and rip
currents were forecast for much of
The Southeastern and mid-Atlantic
coast for the next few days.
The 2004 hurricane season,
which runs from June 1 to Nov. 30,
has started slowly. Only two seasons on record have a first depression forming later than July 31.

Town Crier
NOTICE
MI Leadership Murray Alumni
will meet Tuesday at noon at
Murray Country Club for updates
from Don Elias, Mark Manning,
Tab Brockman and Jean Bennett.
•The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in special session
Thursday at 4 p.m. at the
Calloway County
Courthouse.
Property/liability and workers compensation insurance for the 200405 fiscal year. as well as property
tax assessments and proposal of
the tax rates are on the agenda.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Tuesday will be
A93 partly cloudy
with
LOW: highs in the mid
90s.
0 Tuesday night will
be pertly cloudy. •
HIGH:

BAGHDAD.Iraq (AP) — Iraq's top Shiite troops and insurgents that killed. 12 Iraqis and
Muslim cleric today condemned as "hideous wounded 39 others.
cnmes" the coordinated bomb attacks on five
No group has claimed responsibility for the
churches in Baghdad and Mosul that killed 11 Christian church attacks.
people and marked the first major attacks
The wave of explosions — at least four of
Iraq's minority Christians since the insur- them car bombings — began after 6 p.m. as
gency began.
parishioners gathered inside their neighborGrand Ayatollah Ali al-Husseini al-Sistani hood churches for services. The blasts shatsaid in a statement that the Sunday assaults on tered stained-glass windows and sent churchChristian churches "targeted Iraq's unity, sta- goers screaming into the streets.
bility and independence."
The explosions came just minutes apart
The unprecedented attacks .against Iraq's and hit four churches in Baghdad — two in
750,000-member Christian -- hitting four Karada, one in the Dora neighborhood and
churches in Baghdad and. one in Mosul — one in New Baghdad. A fifth church was hit in
appeared to confirm community members' Mosul, about 220 miles north of the capital.
fears they might be targeted as suspected col- The attacks did not appear to be suicide bomblaborators with American forces amid a rising ings, U.S. military and Iraqi officials said.
tide of Islamic fundamentalism.
The Baghdad church attacks killed 10 peoMany of Iraq's Christians have already fled ple and injured more than 40 others, according
to neighboring Jordan and Syria to escape vio- to a U.S. military statement. The Mosul blast
lence in the insurgency-wracked nation.
killed one person and injured 11 others, police
"We condemn and reproach these hideous Maj. Fawaz Fanaan said.
crimes and deem necessary the collaboration
The Vatican called the attacks "terrible and
of everyone — the government and the people worrisome," said spokesman Rev. Ciro
— in putting an end to aggression on Iraqis," Benedettini.
said the cleric, who is based in the southern
Muslim clerics condemned the violence
city of Najaf.
and offered condolences to the Christian com"We assert the importance of respecting the munity.
rights of Christian civilians and other religious
"This is a cowardly act and targets all
minorities and reaffirm their right to live in Iraqis," Abdul Hadi al-Daraji, spokesman for
their home country Iraq in security and radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, told Alpeace."
Jazeera television.
Separate violence on Sunday killed 24 peoThe attacks on the churches signaled a
ple, including an American soldier, and change in tactics for insurgents, who have
wounded dozens more. The toll included a focused many previous attacks on U.S. forces,
suicide car bombing outside a Mosul police Iraqi officials and police in a drive to push
station that killed five people and wolinded coalition forces from the country, weaken the
53, and clashes in Fallujah between U.S. interim government and hamper reconstruc-
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
School officials are at odds with
some parents and peace activists
over a federal law requiring high
schools to provide the military with
information about students.
Since the enactment in 2002 of
the No Child Left Behind Act, high
schools must give recruiters student
information, including
name,
address and telephone number. The
military uses the information to
appeal directly to teenagers.
Parents and others who have
objected say sehools should make
sure parents know they can request
that a child's contact information be
kept private.
Sgt. 1st Pass Roger Brown, a
recruitment . supervisor
in
Elizabethtown. said new graduates
historically have been a source of
recruits, but eventual recruits often
are contacted long before age 18.
Brown said recruiters don't purposely leave parents out of the discussion. Some schools send letters
to parents to explain the law, and
others tell students at assemblies
that they have the option of signing
a form to keep their name off the
list,
. Nearly half of the respondents to
a 2002 Army survey of recruits said
they and not a recruiter made the
first contact. About a third said they
were first contacted by recruiters.
The percentage of recruits who said
they saw or received an Army
advertisement on the Internet
increased from 17 percent in 1998 to
76 percent in 2001; it was 68 percent in 2002. The survey found that
more than 80 percent of recruits
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AP Photo
A U.S. soldier walks past a charred vehicle left after a bomb blast outside of a
church in Baghdad, Iraq today. Assailants triggered a coordinated series of
explosions outside five churches in Baghdad and Mosul during evening services Sunday, killing 11 people and wounding more than 50 in the first major assault
on Iraq's Christian minority since the 15-month-old insurgency began.

tion efforts.
Many Iraqi Christians who remained
watched with fear as Islamic fundamentalism.
long repressed under Saddam Hussein's fallen
regime, thrived. Islamic radicals have warned
Christians running liquor stores to shut down
their businesses and have turned their sights
on fashion stores and beauty salons.

In the Mosul attack, insurgents parked a
white Toyota outside a Catholic church,
launched a rocket toward the building and
then detonated the car bomb about 7 p.m.. the
U.S. military said in a statement. The attack
destroyed five cars and badly damaged a
church office., but did little damage to the
church itself, the military said.

"We've had parents call after the
Army has contacted their sons
directly and tell us they don't want
that to happen. That has happened.
It puts us in a hard position between
the parents and -the military,"
Huffman said.
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A police officer questions a pizza delivery man outside the entrance to the Prudential Financial
building in Newark, N.J., Sunday after federal authorities warned of a possible terrorist attack.
Security was increased at the Prudential building which was named Sunday as a specific target
along with the Citicorp building and the New York Stock Exchange in New York City, and the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank buildings in Washington.
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covered plans for new attacks on the
United States and Britain on a comthe Sept. 11 attacks. Pennsylvania
Some anti-war community memputer seized during the arrest of a
Avenue, the street in front of the
high-ranking al-Qaida operative.
bers said the Army should not troll
White House, has been closed for
He said the plans were in e-mails
high schools for recruits:
months because of a huge construcon the computer of Ahmed Khalfan
tion project to turn the roadway into
Louisville lawyer Ken NevitCa
Ghailani, a Tanzanian arrested July
a pedestrian boulevard. On the west
25 after a gunbattle in the eastern
leader in the Louisville Peace
side of the White House, truck trafcity of Gujrat.
Action Community, a group formerfic has been barred for some time
Authorities have also arrested
along 17th Street.
ly known as Louisvillians Against
another top al-Qaida suspect
The fresh, intelligence did not
believed to be a computer and corn:the War Against Iraq, said the miligive crucial details about when,
munications expert, and that that
tary should be able to recruit, but
where or how terrorists may strike,
man was cooperating with investinot in the high schools.
Ridge said, but government analysis
gators. Ahmed said.
indicates terrorists may favor car or
A senior intelligence official,
"Unfortunately, it's not the rich
truck bombs or other means to physalso speaking on condition of
kids'who are going off to college
ically destroy targets.
anonymity, said the intelligence
who are joining," Nevitt said. "I am
In Newark, police set up metal
gathered from several sources indifences surrounding the Prudential
afraid it's the kids who can't afford
cated scouting had been done to
Plaza building, blocked off two city
identify security in and around these
to go off to college, and the poor
streets and toted assault rifles.
buildings; the best places for reconstudents end up doing the fighting
And in Washington, Mayor
naissance; how to make contact
Tom Ridge
for us."
Anthony Williams put the entire city
with employees who work in the
Homeland security Secretary
on an orange alert, although the
buildings; traffic patterns; and local
Homeland Security Department has
That detention led to the discov- tions of hospitals and police departnot officially raised the threat level ery of the documentary information ments.
outside financial-sector buildings.
Examples of the detail the offiabout the extensive surveillance of
Officials have warned that the al- the five buildings, the counterterror- cial cited: midweek pedestrian traf.
Qaida network, blamed for the Sept. ism official said. The official said tic counts of 14 people per minute
11, 2001, attacks, may launch a the scouting was going qn before on each side of the street for a tot‘l
Staff Report
large-scale assault in hopes of dis- and after Sept. II, 2001, but it's of 28 people. The official said tit
Murray Ledger 8. Times
rupting the Nov. 2 elections and unclear how recently.
In the past few weeks. the Murray Police Department has taken a large
had not seen such epraordinary
number of reports involving thefts from vehicles. The suspect(s) have . demonstrating that it remains capaThat information was also dis- detail in his 24 years in intelligence
ble of offensive actions despite covered in Pakistan. Ridge would (tork.
been going through parked vehicles and taking various items.
international efforts to combat ;ter- not comment on specific sources of
Many of the items taken have been cell phones. sunglasses, cigarettes,
Local authorities in Washington
rorism.
CDs and various other items. The thefts have occurred in various locaadditional security measures
the intelligence, but he crediled
An example of that international strong partnerships with ernes were being put in place at the IM.E
tions, with the south side of Main Street being the most targeted area.
cooperation, Sunday's warning around the world, specifically citing and World Bank, as well as at die
The Murray Police Department is asking everyone to keep their vehistems in large part from Pakistan's Pakistan.
cles locked and to keep any small out of sight.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
capture of an al-Qaida operative
The Murray Police Department is asking the community to report any
Pakistan's information minister. where the nation's paper currency is
several weeks ago, a U.S. coUntert- Sheikh Rashid Ahmed. told The produced, and the Federal Reserve,
suspicious activity or persons. Anyone with information about these
errorism official said, speaking only Associated Press on Monday that the most potent symbol of
crimes can call Crime Stoppers at 753-9500 or the Murray Police
anonymously. Officials wotild not Pakistani intelligence agents dis- America's financial strength.
Department at 753-1621.
identify the operative.
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Grayson County High School
Principal Mic Huffman saidhe supports the military and complies with
the federal law, but he and other parents question the need to contact
teenagers without parental involvement.
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became interested in the Army
between 12 and 18.
The survey showed that the first
contact between recruiters and
recruits was about evenly split
between phone conversations, 'a
visit to the recruiting station and at
school
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Police looking for missing
Utah woman focus on landfill

Obituaries
Mrs. Virginia Faye Mitchell

Mrs. Virginia 1-aye Mitchell, 62, Murray, died Ronald L Teague
Ronald L. Teague,63, Morocco, Ind., formerly of the
Saturday, July 31, 2004, at 12:10 p.m. at her home.
community of Marshall County, Ky., died
Brewers
Fisher-Price.
from
Retired
Aug. I. 2004, at his home. His death
morning,
Sunday
Murray, she had been a member of
SALT LAKE CITY(AP)-The
an
illness.
followed
First Church of the Nazarene,
tion into a woman's disapinvestiga
South
of
A 1959 graduate
Mayfield, for 33 years.
pearance took a grim turn as authorSchool, he served in
High
'
Marshall
Her husband, Roger Mitchell,
to a
the U.S. Air Force from 1960 to ities redirected their attention
died Feb. 6, 2001. Born Nov. 11,
landfill and her relatives asked vol2000 from LTV
in
retired
He
1963.
1941, in Polk County, Ark., she was
in
Steel Company after 36 years of unteers to stop looking for her
the daughter of Leona Rowellfrom
ion
informat
new
to
response
of
member
a
was
He
service.
Whaley, and William Whaley, who
Hardin-Berkley Lodge #567 of Free the woman's husband.
died while serving in the Korean
Detectives said Sunday that
and Accepted Masons, American Legion Post #146,
Mitchell
conflict.
Hacking, who is in a psychiMark
Wars,
of
Foreign
Veterans
of
#802
Post
,
and
Survivors include one daughter, Morocco
directed a relative to give
ward,
atric
d, Ind.
s. Patricia Marie Roberts, Mayfield; three sons, Hammon
information about Lori
the
police
son
the
he
was
County,
Lyon
in
1941,
1,5,
Born Jan.
tVilliam Lance (Bill) Roberts and wife, Elena, and Brian
disappearance.
s
Hacking'
Springs
of the late Woodrow L. Teague and Bobbie
tott Roberts and wife, Vicky, all of Murray, and
would only say that the
es
Authoriti
Teague.
ichael Damn Roberts, Mayfield; her mother, Mrs.
"additional subSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret (Diane) relative provided
Patti
Mrs.
sisters,
two
Mo.;
Charles,
ion," said
St.
ona Whaley,
informat
new
stantive
28
for
married
been
had
he
whom
Mitchell Teague, to
Baird.
couch, St. Charles, Mo., and Mrs. Bettie Borders.
Dwayne
e
Detectiv
years; one daughter, Mrs. Amanda O'Hare and husband.
mington, Mo.; one brother, Jach Whaley, St. Charles,
Police initially said they were
and one grandson, Cameron O'Hare, all of Brook,
Tom,
the families of Mark
o., eight grandchildren. Christopher, Sean, Roman,
Ind.; two stepsons, Steve Martin and wife, Lisa, surprised when
released a stateterra, Chandler and Emma Rae Roberts, Ross Hopkins Hacking
Lori
and
Lake
Chris,
wife,
Rockville, Ind., and Ken Martin and
asking that volunind Payton McClain.
Saturday
ment
husand
Beasley
Patsy
Mrs.
sisters,
three
Ind.;
Station,
1: The funeral will be TuEsday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of band, Bill, Paducah, Ky., Mrs. Joyce Harp and husband, teers stop searching for 27-year-old
Robert
Rev.
The
d.
'Mayfiel
Home,
Funeral
based on new detail
Brown
Paul, Paducah, and Mrs. Deborah Lassiter and husband, Lori Hacking
The statement did
husband.
cantrell will officiate.
her
from
nieces;
Jerry, Murray, Ky.; six stepgrandchildren; three
Hacking had told
Pallbearers will be Bob Newsom, Alan Lindstrom,
Mark
what
say
not
three nephews.
Mike Cantrell, Mike Summerville, John Schwartz and
them.
the
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
Matt Schwartz. Burial will follow in the Spring Creeek
After speaking to the relative,
of Gert's Funeral Home, Brook, Ind. Pastor Sue
chapel
Baptist Church Cemetery, Murray.
Baird said 'police would renew a
in the Oakland
follow
will
Burial
officiate.
will
Beckett
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
the municipal landfill,
Cemetery, Morocco, with military rites conducted at the search at
today (Monday).
was cordoned off
quadrant
a
where
graveside.
Hacking.reportMark
after
days
two
8
to
5
from
Visitation will be at the funeral home
July 19. Three
missing
wife
Mrs. Rebecca McIntyre
his
ed
p.m. Tuesday.
Mrs. Rebecca McIntyre, 79. Juniper Street, Calvert
border collies, a German shepherd
City, died Saturday. July 31, 2004. at 12:30 a.m. at the
and Labrador retriever searched the
Paid Obituary
home of her daughter, Vicki Miller, Murrakt,
area without luck.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church and Mrs. Ruth Caldwell Wright
This time around, cadaver dogs
The funeral for Mrs. Ruth Caldwell Wright is today
of Republican Women's Club.
will not be available until Friday,
Her husband, Edwin McIntyre, three sisters and four (Monday) at 11 a.m. at First United Methodist Church, when the all-night searching can
Burial
prothers all preceded her in death. She was the daughter Murray. The Rev. Richard Smith is officiating.with
begin. Baird said.
the
Fulton,
y,
Cemeter
Greenlea
the
in
g
Brownin
will follow
of the late Alexander Vanover and Nancy
Mark Hacking's parents, Douglas
Hombeak Funeral Chapel, Inc., Fulton, in charge of and Janet Hacking, refused to comiyanover.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Vicki Miller, arrangements.
mentSunday, as did his lawyer.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First
'Murray; one son, E.41win Kent McIntyre. Calvert City:
Lori Hacking's father, Eraldo
of
Hospice
or
United Methodist Church, Murray,
pne sister, Mrs. Emily Gibson, Harrodsburg; three Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Soares, said late Saturday he was
ion
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Wright, 66. Hamlin, died Friday, July 30, 2004, unaware of any new informat
return
not
did
He
.
daughter
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. in the chapel at 1:45 a.m. at her home.
his
about
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Simmon
phone messages left Sunday.
As a Navy wife, Mrs. Wright selflessly sacrificed in
Scott will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall order that her husband, Capt. Hendon (0)right Jr.,
Since Mark Hacking reported his
County Memory Gardens.
wife missing, his credibility has
could guard our nation's freedom. With three young
. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 children in tow, they moved 29 times.
crumbled amid revelations that he
She was a retired real estate broker. She was a mem- lied to his wife about enrolling at
P.m. today (Monday).
ber of First United Methodist Church and of the United
medical school in North Carolina
serving as co-president and an active and about graduating from the
Women
t
Methodis
t
Locket
Avery Grace
member. She was also a member of the Murray
University of Utah.
- Avery Grace Lockett. 3. Tiger Lane. Benton, died Woman's Club.
The day after her disappearance,
Friday, July 30, 2004, at 2:01 p.m. at Marshall County
the
was'
she
Tenn.,
City,
Union
in
1938,
26,
Born July
was taken to the psychiatric ward
he
Louise
and
Hospital, Benton.
Caldwell
daughter of the late Harvey
Church.
he was seen running around at
after
Baptist
She attended Hardin
Howard Caldwell.
0.
naked outside ,a motel where
Hendon
night
Capt.
husband,
her
Survivors include her parents. Michael and Marsha
include
s
Survivor
for
Lockett,
married
Yvonne
a room.
been
taken
had
and
she
D.
he'd
Wright Jr. USN (ret.), to whom
i;ockett; grandparents. Henry
and
t,
Ind.;
,
Wright-Wyat
Wendy
Chrisney
tors focused on Mark
Mrs.
Investiga
s,
Link,
Linda
daughter
and
two
years;
Robert
44
and
Benton,
Penny
Mrs.
and
'
V‘.,
Shell,
after learning he was at
ld,
28,
Luther
,
Springfie
and
Hacking
husband, Jeffrey,
treat-grandparents, Lotus Tate
,111.; one son. a store buying a new mattress just
Waryville
Jeffrey,
R.
Nellie
husband,
and
Fa.,
and
Milton,
Moore.
Lockett,
Come
Ala.,
Mobile,
Hendon 0.(Hank) Wright III, and wife, Lisa, Potomac before reporting his wife missing.
Raven, Santa Claim. hid.'
Barbara Adkins, and husband, Authorities were later seen removThe funeral will be today (Monday) at 1 p.m. in the Falls, Va.; one sister, Mrs. brother, Robert Caldwell, and
one
Tenn.;
Alcoa,
Marvin,
Rev.
The
Benton.
ing a box spring from the couple's
Home,
Funeral
thapel of Collier
wife, Martha (Olive), St. Charles, Mo.; 11 grandchilRicky Cunningham will officiate. Burial, will follow in dren, Scott, Walker, Caldwell and Mary Madeleine
the Wadesboro Cemetery, near Hardin.
Wyatt and Jacob. Johnathan and James Moore.
Visitation is now at the funeral Home.
.ft•
01•••••
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Info sought
into vehicles
vandalized
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
On Wednesday, officers with the
Department
Police
Murray
answered a call to Five Points Auto
Sales.
i According to a release, officers
discovered several vehicles on the
lot that had been vandalized.
Damage estimates to the vehicles
were valued at several thousand
dollars.
There has been a $2,500 cash
reward offered by an individual
through Crime Stoppers for information about the crime that would
lead to the arrest of the suspect(s)
involved.
Anyone with information should
call Crime Stoppers at 759-9500. or
the Murray Police Department at.
753-1621. All callers may remain,
anonymous.

Recertification
for CPR to be
offered here
The Calloway County Chapter
American Red Cross is offering
recertification for CPR for the
Professional Rescuer at 8 a.m. Aug.
the Weaks Community Center.
This certification is a requirepent for many health professionals.
including students entering a nursing program. CPR/PR is also a component of lifeguard training which
inust be recertified annually.
; Interested participants are asked
$0 pre-register at the Red Cross
pffice 607 Poplar St.. Murray. prior
lo the class. Course fee is $35.
Participants must bring to class a
current certification card, course
rnanual and CPR pocket mask.
; Please call executive directoi
Holly Webb 753-1421 or e-mail
rhapter@callowayredcross.org for
more information.

'rat

STOCK MARKET REPORT

prices as of 9 a.m.
16.54 B 16.98 A
Bank*
HopFed
7.08
DON Jones Ind. ,b g. ....10132.63
86 77 - 0 30
IBM
-0.13
62
.51
Air Products
24.18 -0.20
82.03 - 0.44 Intel.
Anthem
+ 0.03
15.83
15.11 + 0.01 Kroger
AT&T
- 0.09
17.43
0.27
38.46
Mattel
BB&T
0.19
0.03
+
27.28
27.47
s
McDonald
Bell South
83.40 - 0.10 Merck
45.67 + 0.32
Briggs & Stratton
23.02 + 0.12 Microsoft
.28.27 • 0.22
Bristol Myers Squibb
73.13 - 036
r
Caterpillar
40.04 + 0.04
J.C. Penney
+ 0.01
Choi-on Texaco Corp
50.31 + 031
Pepsico, Inc.
44.11 - 0.78
Daimler Chrysler
.32.03 + 0.07
Pfizer, Inc.
36.82 - 0.16
Dean Foods
29.58 - 0.11
Regions Financial
46.23 - 0.07
.....
Exxon-Mobil
+ 0.01
19.47
Schering-Plough
........ 14.80 + 0.08
Ford Motor
- 0.15
36.53
- 0.11 Sears
General Electric..
0.20
+
16.85
Warner
43.02'0.12 Time
General Motors
0.10
28.20Bancorp
US
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 41.14 + 0.19
0.03
+
37.98
UST
12.37 + 0.04
Goodrich
0.18
+
53.19
Wal-Mart
0.11
+
11.06
Goodyear

'Hilliard Lyons's a market maker in this stock
unc-price unchanged
Additional information available on request
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rPAINTING

Murray, Kentucky • 270-753-6895

For Free Estimates
Call

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 270=753-6895
Interior & Exterior Painting

Hours:
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

'Immediate Treatment
For Minor
Illnesses and Injuries

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCA EXCHANGE AND SIPC

'sit •N

E1 AND

*No Appointment
Necessary

JARD MNS
441VI-1111
B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.

1-,1(-.. I r

, Hacking has not been charged
and is. not in police custody at 'the
hospital. where he remains under his
family's care. Baird said.

• Custom Homes
• Deck 8; Vence Restoration
• Spray Painting
• Fully Insured
CIAL1STS, INC

Clinic

GLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK., LLC
I h, I lc

apartment. Investigators have
refused to confirm reports that they
found a mattress in a nearby trash
bin.

Urgent (270)759-9200
Care

investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you. I

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 8:0k)aar,--6:00 p.m. M-F

AP Photc

This is an undated photo of Mark and Lori Hacking released by
their family during a news conference July 23, in Salt Lake City.
Lori Hacking was reported missing July 19. Authorities investis'
gating the case of Lori Hacking were surprised by her relative
had
d
husban
her
from
tion
informa
announcement that new
prompted them to tell volunteers to stop searching.

- 'Convenient Hours

Nt*,,1-"

ASK ABOUT FLEXSAVER!
THE ULTIMATE IN MORTGAGE FLEXIBILITY

'Open 7 Days a Week

LL,L).^.
-4HTIN:3 A
• T,A
WITH UP TO 95-, LOAN-TO-VALUE
•ABSOLUTELY NO PMI'MORTGAGE NSURANCEI
OF PRIMARY RESIDENTS VACATION
•WORKS FOR PURCHASES AND REFINANCES
• HOMES AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY
EXAMPLE: S300,000 LOAN = $1,000 MONTHLY PAYMENT
LOAN TO VALUE
MAY VARY DEPENDING ON PROPERTY TYPE AND
'RATES AND TERMS

MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

(270) 753-7407
Kick Off The Fancy Farm Weekend
At A Rally For

REPRESENTATIVE
BUDDY BUCKINGHAM
Invited Guests Include:
Stumbo
Speaker of the House Jody Richards • Attorney General Greg
rs
Legislato
area
and
Atkins
Rocky
Leader
Majority Floor
°pa 8.
tre0%
terkonaae

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 N. • Murray
6-8 p.m., Thursday. Aug. 5

_

,
FI
ri
Primary
Care ty
MEDICAL CENTER
Family Practice•Internal Medicine ..Pediatrics
Located on the 4th Floor of the Medical Arts Building

Contrtbuttons Accepted
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ALICE ROUSE

ERIC WALKER
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.

HE EVERYI30D%
MEET BAUX 013Ak..
HE. miGHT GET 10 LIVE
IN THE WHITE HOUSE
'#4-4ENHEcic, A

LITILE 5IGGER.

Ky.'s political
season opens
Saturday

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —'A
ple person and
little patch of Graves County
ding out his
becomes center ring for Kentucky
own literature.
Politics this week.
No other
The 124th Fancy Farm Picnic,
Democrat filed
with its tons of
for the congresfried fish, burgsional race.
ers and batheWhitfield, first
cued pork and - Republican ever
mutton, its hours to hold the Seat.
Whitfield
of bingo and ' was swept into
musical merry:
office in the Republican landslide
making. will
of 1994 and seems to gain strength
take in many
each election.
thousands of
Some others on the speaker's
Capitol
dollars for the
platform may draw more attention
Ideas
little Catholic than the actual candidates.
By Charles
enclave of St.
. For Gov. Ernie.Fletcher. the
Wolfe
Jerome Parish.
(24th
picnic 'will be a triumphal
AP Statehouse
.That's not all. return his first
to Fancy Farm.
Reporter
As it has for
since winning the governorship in
decades, the
November. Fletcher attended the
church's tund-raiser will serve as
123rd picnic as.a candidate. trading
the ceremonial first pitch Of
body blows with Democrat Ben
Kentucky's fall election campaigns. Chandler.
For at least a day between the
' The rbster of other scheduled
Dernocratie and Republican nationspeakers is lengthy,
al conventions. whatever attention
For the.Repuhlicans: USi Sen.
Kentuckians pay to things political • Mitch McCohneffand
will be. turned-toward the state's
Labor•Sacritary,Elaine Ctiao;:Lt.
campaigns for federal and legisla'Gov. StevePence, SecreaatYbf tive offices.
State Trey Grayson and Akriculturc
Chief among 'Commissioner Riche Fatrrier.. - them: U.S. Sen.
For the Demdciats: Attorne`y
Jim Punning's:
General Greg Stumixi and Treastirer
run for re-elecJonathan Miller. State Auditor Cut
tion against
Luallen. recuperating from cahcer
. Democrat Daniel surgery, expected to attend but not
Mongiardo. a• - join in the speech,
state senator ' making.
from Hazard.
Candjdates in
Bunning
The chief
two local legislaregional camtive races also gel
paign, at least in
speaking time.
federal terms,
Deinocrat Denni.
features U.S.
Null of Mayfield
Rep. Ed
and Republican
Whitfield runKen Winters of
Null
ning for a sixth
Murray are runterm as 1st
ning for an open
District constate Senate seat.
gressman against Democratic state
Mongiardo Democrat Billy
Rep. Fred Nesler
Cartwright.
I
of Mayfield .
• Not surprisingly, the challengers
running for religare to benefit more than the
election against
incumbents froin Fancy Farm's
Republican
exposure,
George "Buddy"
Mongiardo. who made the
Petty. also of
Winters
rounds of prospective campaign
Mayfield.
contributors last week in Boston, so
Mary Vernon Goat-ley, a St.
far is running mostly on his own
Jerome's parishiener who has been
money. He has loaned $700,000 to
coordinating the speech program
his campaign.
•
for 18 years, said the lineup of
Cartwright. a retired state govspeakers follows a type of rank
ernment employee whose previous
order.
political experience was a losing
"I feel like I've always been
campaign for city councilman.in
really fair."she said. "I don't favor
Providence. hopes to get some
either party."
exposure through the Internet. But
he lacks the wherewithal for a
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
sophisticated media campaign and •
reporterfor The Associated Press.
has to rely mainly on meeting peo-

mould:j
Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house goy/whitheld

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115 (Washington

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510
www.jim_.bunntng C bunntrig.senate.goy
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington I)

Washington, D.C. 20510

By

p.m.

Te
meet
of

Oil
at
frey
sons

OttaviCatuEn
Caglecartoons.com

mee
sess

e Bagel Cons irac
I loved Bil
s speech. I
was inspire
oh Edwards.
Barack 0 ama thrilled me. Max
Cleland made me grow as a person
a+ I heard him ...
And then.
there was John
Kerry.
All around
him was eloquence but, in
the center of the
bagel, there was
a speech that
was a letdown.
Morris
And did he
, Advisory just tell 140;000
By Dick Morris men- and women
Syndicated
lighting in Iraq
Columnist
that they are
there because of
a mistake?
By insisting that we are in Iraq beeause We "want to be," rather
than because we have to be," he is
telling them that they are risking their lives for an optional, elective .
adventure."Ne fact is, that the reason we haik not been attacked in
the United States is that the terrorists are fleeing from cave to cave in
Afghanistan-and from building to
building in Iraq — pursued by our
heroic rung men and women.
I honor his service in Vietnam. I
think a man who knows what it is
like to fight in a'war is a good person to have as commander-in-chief.
John Kerry is a good man. But

what else is there? ••
Last time I checked, Sen. John
Kerry was 60 years old. But to listen to his speech last night at the
Democratic National Convention,,
you would think he was still ift his
20s.
He opened up his talk with a
lengthy and evocative description
of his childhood and what it was
like growing up in divided Berlin.
He told us of the "goose bumps" he
remembers getting when the band
struck up "Stars and Stripes
Forever."
Then, after this long rendition
of his childhood, he tells us at
length what it was like to serve in
Vietnam for the four months that he
was there.
So fat, so good.
But then he spent only about
one minute talking about what he
has done since.
Beyond a brief allusion to his
efforts for crime victims and to
prosecute crimes against women as
an assistant district anorney, his
support for Clinton's plan for extra
cops and a balanced budget and a
reference to his work with John
McCain on the POW and MIA
issue in Vietnam, that's it.
What did this man do as an
adult?
What happened during his service as Michael Dukakis' lieutenantgovernor in Massachusetts and in

AP File Photo

his 20 years in the United States
Senate?
What bills did he introduce?
What initiatives did he sponsor'?
Which investigations did he
lead? What amendments bear his
name'? What great debates did he
participate in?
What did he do for his constituents in Massachusetts? What
businesses did he persuade to come
to the Bay State?
Which elderly did he help get
their Social Security benefits?
What injustices did he correct?
Kerry's biography ends at 2•4.

America does not syant to'elect
a lieutenanyto the presOency. The
voters want a conimander,in-chief,
latiLthre_re ispreciouS littlg_in the
autobiography .01 John Kerry, as we,
heard it last night. to commend him
to us.
The Democratic National ,
Convention closes as a nutritious,;
tasty. appetizing baiel — with a
hole in the
, John .Kbrry'? Oh yeah, he's the •
guy who fought in Viemain and
then he ran for president. That's not
enough. Where did his 20 years:in
the Senate gii? •
Oddly, his absence of biography ,
confirms the impression I formed' '
of hint during my White Uotise
years: He's a back-bencher. I never
can recall a sip* time that his
name came up in any discussion of
White House strategy on-anything.
He was the man who wasn't there.
We were always figuring out
how to deal with Ted Kennedy or
Pat Moynihan orlibm Daschle or Phil Gratnm, or Al D'Amato or Bob
Dole or Jesse Helms or Orin Hatch
or Joe Biden. But nobody every
asked about John Kerry. •
He wasn't much there then, and,
he's not much there now. Only now
he wants us to trust him to be prept
!
dent.
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Marketing Kentucky is not an easy task
. FRANKFORT - The rather lame jokes by
ly in a majority of Kentucky counties or at the
late-night television talk show hosts notwithstate's own resort parks.
standing, the effort to come up with a universal .
The state's largest legal cash crop, burley
catchphrase - or "brand" - for marketing
tobacco, is in serious disrepute nationally, and
Kentucky is not an easy task.
although the state's largest illegal cash crop,
Still, the state has hired a marketing firm to
marijuana, would appeal to a certain segment of
come up with a slogan to be used in a $15 milAmerican society, the Fletcher administration
lion-a-year_campaign to improve the state's
would not be amused if the marketers came up
image nationally.
with an advertising campaign on its behalf.
For one thing, all of the
The Kentucky Coal Association Would be
obvious come-on phrases and more than willing to lend itself to marketing the
visual images have been uged state. hut co*1 is hardly photogenic and the
in the past. There is a limit to places where it comes from tend to be ugly, dirty
the impact of thoroughbreds
and environmentally challenged.
cavorting behind board
Since the late night TV stars have generally
fencesor the twin spires of
zeroed in on the tired old hillbilly stereotype, it
Churchill Downs the
doesn't seem appropriate to focus on the Hatfield
umpteenthlime they are used
and McCoy annual reunion as somehow epitoto advertise Kentucky.
mizing all that is Kentucky to the rest of the
Agree Or
Besides, even if thoroughnation. Besides. CBS might decide to revive its
bred breeding and racing are
Not
revival of "The Beverly Hillbillies" when it finBy Todd Duvall universally associated with
ishes making fun of Amish kids this summer.
Kentucky. they're hardly
Syndicated
There was a time when some enterprising ad
emblematic
of the state as a '
Columnist
writer
could promote Kentucky through its colwhole, net even the bluegrass
region where beautiful horses orful politics and politicians, but it and they
have followed the national trend to become
do cavort behind board fences.
-mean. nasty, hateful and ultimately ineffective.
Indeed, in terms of numbers, a whole lot
"Kentucky. the constitution be damned" is not a
more Kentuckians are associated with manufac-'
good slogan.
turing Toyotas. Corvettes and Fords than breedIf Gov. Ernie Fletcher didn't exactly leave Jay
ing Derby winners or sipping mint juleps the
Leno's audience in the aisles last week, he was
first Saturday in May.
an improvement over the last Kentucky governor
And an advertising campaign centered on
who made the national airwaves. That one blubKentucky bourbon would be more than passingbered.
ly hypocritical since the stuff can't be sold legal-

of
tion
018

On the subject of the constitution be damned;
they're still lining up to join the lawsuit over the
General Assembly's failure to pats a budget and
Fletcher's power to spend tax money without
that budget. •
Last week Franklin Circuit Judge Roger
Crittenden allowed three top Democrats in the
House of Representatives to join the spit - bridget committee Chairman Harry Mobtrly. Majority
Whip Joe BarroWtand Majority Caucus Chairman Jim Z'allalian. •
• ."
..
Crittenden also Was asked to permit the
Kentucky Fraternal Order Of Police to join the
suit on behalf of the•grnurs members who are ,
state government employees. The FOP wants the
court to order Fletcher to obey a state law that
gives state workers a guaranteed 5 percent amnial raise, a law routinely suspended by legislatiara
when they pass budgets,
The FOP Would join Attorney General Greg
Sturnho, Common Cause of Kentucky, the
Kentucky Retirement Systems, the Kentuoky
Association of State Employees and other legitlators who have.gotten into the act. .
At this rate,..Crittenden will have to move out
of his courtroom and into the Farnham Dudgeod
Civic Center to hold hearings. The center can
seat about 8.(X)0lidepending on chair arrangement. That might accommodate the parties to the
suit, their attorneys and interested media. •
It would not make an especially impressive
advertisement for the commonwealth, however..:
Todd Duvall.is editorial page editorfor The
State Journal in Frankfort.
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Kenlake, Nature Station
plan Hummingbird Fest

Wedding

Free diabetes seminar
will be held Thursday

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Make one day, which made the event
nal
treasured memories with Land more personal and educatio
we
year
This
guests.
our
Between the Lakes (LBL) Nation- for
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
it."
with
stick
to
decided
expeyou
Unitas
at
First
Area
n
al Recreatio
Diabetes will host a free seminar
Up-close demonstrations of humrience the migration of the rubyed Methodist Church Christian Life Center Gymbanding will be given
mingbird
LBL
when
bird
throated humming
nasium on Thursday at 2 p.m.
who will also talk abut
Hilton
by
Fest
bird
to
Humming
ed
annual
encourag
are
its
hosts
diabetes
with
Those persons
and migration of the
behavior
the
Aug. 6-8.
come to hear an AIC Champion, a person with
hummingbird. A
-throated
ruby
start
will
event
share
to
weekend
d
The
evaluate
and
diabetes who is trained
will be set up
tent
ation
demonstr
sema
Aug. 6 from 7-9 p.m. with
disease management and lifestyle strategies.
want a closewho
nts
participa
for
Park,
Resort
State
s
Kenlake
at
measure
inar
that
A1C is an important lab test
birds.
the
of
view
up
Aurora, by Bill Hilton Jr., direcyour blood glucose control over the last two to
Hilton will band hummingbirds
tor of Hilton Pond Center of Piedthree months.
ut the weekend as pail
througho
mont National History and OperFor more information contact the Center for
m study. Visitors will
long-ter
a
of
will-presHilton
oat.
ation Ruby-Thr
Datebook Diabetes at 762-1806.
opportunity to participate
an
have
bird
humming
on
ion
informat
ent
By Jo Burkeen
to
behavioral ecology, hummingbird in the research and learn how
Community
ird spotter and see
hummingb
a
be
the
to
migration
their
and
banding
Editor
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decihow the birds are banded.
tropics.
sion Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:15
Banding is a way of identifyCome back on Aug. 7 from 9
p.m. in the media center.
'
and tracking individual birds.
ing
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Aug. 8 from
hummingbird is recaptured at
a
If
Woodat
p.m.
4:30
to
a.m.
10
4"..•••;tR
study site along its migraanother
lands Nature Station at LBL and
will
Masons
the leg band number
epted
Acc
route,
and
Free
tion
of
276
staff
No.
Station
Lodge
Nature
Hill
with
Temple
team up
to learn tips and techniques on is recorded and added to a large
meet Tuesday at 76:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east
hummingbird ecology, as well as database.
of Almo.
Laurel Tzong-guey Ying and Adam Christopher Bartnik were mar- -how tO garden for, feed and sketch
Biologists can then look at all
ried Saturday, July 24, .2904, at the Colton Point State Park near hummingbirds. the data collected-over the years
Wellsboro, Pa.
Children will be able to enjoy for clues about the habits of these •
Orientation for members of the freshman class and new students
of Nancy and Charles Ying of Wellsdaughter
the
is
bride
The
crafts and games% throughout the tiny birds and how to best meet
at Calloway County High School will be Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Jef- boro.
•
perday and a native hummingbird their habitat needs.
frey gym. Yvette Pyle, principal, invites all parents and interested
The groom is the son of Linda Bartnik of Murray, Ky., and GeOrge- plant sale by Missouri WildflowHummingbird-related activities
sons to attend.
Bartnik .of Chattanooga, Tenn. He is•The grandson of Kathleen Hunt ers will also be available. Demon- for children will be offered through'
and great-nephew ,oflona Riffe, botli of Murray.
backyard out the day.
and car- strations on attracting
dress
wedding
family
a
*ore
For her wedding the bride
Admission to seminar is $3
will also be
s
butterflie
and
birds
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will ried tvild flowers picked on the family's farm.
,per person at the door on Aug.
.
presented
A picnic reception followed at the state park.
meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in room 103. The agenda includes a closed
"August is the prime time 6;-to Hummingbird Fest 2004
s'
position.
principal'
of
assistant
personnel
to
discuss
The bride completed her master's degree in engineering physics for hummingbird migration in this will be $5 for ages 13 and up
session
this spring at Cornell University.
area,- said Nature-'Station Inter- and $3 for-ages 5-12. A special
The groom, a 1998 graduate of Murray High School, is complet- preter John Pollpeier.'"A large package price of $6 will be availing physics at Cornell University, Ithaca,
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex ing his Ph.D. in engineer
number of birds make the Nature able for those interested in attendsemN.Y.
informaFor
singles.
to
all
open
is
•
This
Library.
Public
Station one of their stops on their ing both the Friday evening
of Calloway
Humming
Saturday
753the
at
and
journey south. It is possjble to inar
tion call Helen at 436-5642, Vicki at 753-3128 or Laverne
.
Festival
bird
in
birds
humming
200
see up to
0181.
For more information call 1a day at the festival. Last year
L-7077 or 1-270-924-2000
8009-LB
.
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The Kenlake Ladies Golf League ton, Neva Aldene,
Internet at www.lbl.org.
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instead
,
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weekend
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First
United
-41ayed golf 'at the Bill Hamrick
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 pin. at
Sandra
irse -at-Kentake--Mary_..Barton. An Tynes,
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CCMS Council will meet

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

_Mr. and Mrs. Adam BA'rtnik

Orientation at CCHS on Tuesday

MMS Council to meet Tuesday

•••

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday

Kenlake Ladies Golf

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Fall and winter programs
planned at local library

Wright reception will be Tuesday

Ladies of the Oaks

It

Special nursery program Tuesday

t
.

•••••

Ladies of Murray Country Club

CCHS Touchdown Club will meet

SUBSCRIBE

Fire district meeting tonight

BirthAnnouRcements

tonight
Democratic committee to meet
e Committee will
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Calloway County Democratic Executiv
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Calloway
the
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p.m.
7
at
tonight
rats are welcome. For information call 759-9905.

Raegan Marie West
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Glenn and Brenda West of St. Rt. 564, Mayfield, are the parents
of a daughter, Raegan Marie West, born Tuesday, July 13, 2004, at
5:22 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 20
Council
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d
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Site-base
School
ry
Elementa
Murray
One brother is Coulton West.'Two half brothers are Keith and
All , inches.
will' meet:today at 2 p.m. in the guidance office of the school.
n. Two, half sisters are Alicia Sanderson and Sharon
Sanderso
I Devin
•
interested persons are invited.
I Sanderson Seay. Two nepliews are Dalton and Ethan Seay.
Grandparents are the late Russell and Virginia Patterson of Hazel
Park, Mich., and the late Albert Lee and Ola Mae West of Lynn
7 p.m. at Grove.
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight at
Almo.
Rd.,
Almo
the district office, 351

o

MES Council will meet today

-

Water district board will meet

tonight
Lodge meeting will beAccepted
Masons will meet tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
at 7:30 p.m.'at the lodge hall.

REGISTRATION

meet
Parent Support Group to
called Parents

Anonymous, will
Parent Support Group, formerly
call 753-7004.
on
informati
more
For
meet tonight from 6 to 8 p.m.

MWC Board will meet
Woman's

Executive Board of Murray
6:30 p.m. at the club house.

Club will meet tonight at

MURRAY PRE-SCHOOL CO-OP

,

C

Elle's Dance Studio

TAP, BALLET, POINTE. JAZZ AND LYRICAL DANCE - AGES 3 & UP

Now Accepting Enrollment
"It's A Family Affair"

Classes Are 9 a.m.-Noon, Mon.& Wed.
Teacher: Evelyn Bolin • 759-5960
Located at the corner of Glendale & 16th Streets

Tuesday, Aug. 3
Thursday, Aug. 5
Monday, Aug. 9
3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
903 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 753-5352
Elle Aront Gillum — Director/Owner

Sewing By Steven

The Bourne Supremacy
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:55 _
hunderbirds
PG - 6:45 - 8:45
I, Robot
PG13 - 7:25 -9:45
The Village
P013 - 7:15-9:30
The Manchurian Candidate
R- 7:05 - 9:40
Catwoman
PG13.- 7:00 - 9:15
•A

Marilee Morgan
& Matthew Forrest
Janee Sims & Rob Brown
Christie Carliale
& Steven Dudley
\shley Ray & Jimmy Whitebair
Jennifer Johnson
& Michael Williams
Lindsay Branch dz Jim Driscoll
I.risty Linn &John A. Spann IV
Kayla Cunningham
Jr.Caleb Staley
Courntey Wood & Ryan Lewis
Leslie Cooper & Heath Cate,

Spider-Man 2
PG13 - 9:00

9ee4a1(
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM ON
SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Jessica Lae ••
dr Mike Mclum
Courtney Christopher
& John Eric Yezerski
Emily Cleaver & Tim Stark
Amy Travis & Simmons Pankey
Sarah ICingins & Brian Kutka

• Specialty Rods

Bridal1te8istry

• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. 5
Program Information Call 753-3314

Sr

University Square • 12th St
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturda% 10-2

A
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Sports
Louisville signs lease for ABA team
Johnstone.
The team plans to play 18 home games
from mid-November to mid-March. The
minor-league expansion team has agreed to
spend about $100,000 on painting, carpetLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The new ing. lighting and other cosmetic improveKentucky Colonels team that will play in ments, with an intent to give the Gardens
the reconstituted American Basketball Asso- "a first-class atmosphere," said Colonels
ciation expects to sign a lease today to spokesman Jesse Dickerson.
play its home games at Lottiiville Gardens,
The four-year-old league is expanding
team and city officials said.
to 37 franchises this fall, from seven, includThe initial two-year leage will ensure activ- ing teams in Louisville, Kansas City (Mo.),
ity in the former armory at Sixth Street St. Louis, Cincinnati and Little Rock in its
and- Muhammad All Boulevard and help Central Division.
offset metro government's $200,000-plus
The Kentucky Colonels played in the
annual utility bill, said Deputy Mayor Rick original ABA from 1967 to 1976. The new

Colonels plan to play 18 home
games at Imuisvile Gardens
starting in mid-November

AP Photo

John Daly pumps his fist on
the third hole after making
a birdie during the final round
of the Buick Open Sunday
at Warwick Hills Golf and
Country Club in Grand Blanc,
Mich. Daly finished second
to winner Vijay Singh.

Singh rides
away with
Buick Open

Colonels have hired Tree Rollins, a former community stands behind it," Dickerson
NBA player, as president and Henry Bacon, said.
who played at U of L from 1968 to 1972,
Local attorney J. Bruce Miller, who led
as coach. The team will open a Gardens unsuccessful efforts in the past five years
office mid-month, Dickerson said.
to get three NBA teams to move to Louisville,
The roster has not been set but is expect- expressed strong skepticism about the new
ed to be stocked largely with former U of Colonels.
L and University of Kentucky athletes,
"They haste no chance of succeeding,"
Dickerson said. He said players potentially Miller said.
could make about $20,000 a year, plus
The new Colonels originally sought a longincentives.
term deal and, Jugen said, have an evenDickerson said tickets will sell for $5 tual goal to build their own downtown
to $20, with a goal to sell about 3,500 arena. Johnstone said Mayor Jerry Abramseason tickets. The Gardens will seat about son's administration wanted only an initial
5,500 for basketball.
two-year deal to give the city a chance to
"This thing is for real, and we hope the review what to do with the Gardens.

Nomar,but no 300
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Garciaparra goes 1-for-4, but Maddux gets no decision against Phils

By The Associated Press
shortstop.
•Sosa and Aramis Ramirez hit
Greg Maddux has lasted long
Commissioner Bud Selig, consecutive homers off Randy
enough to earn 299 wins. He Atlanta general manager John Wolf (4-7).
•
GRAND BLANC, Mich. (AP)
needed to last at least one more Schuerholz and- former Braves
It was Sosa's 562nd homer,
— Even before the Buick Open
inning for No. 300.
president Sean Kasten were at leaving him one behind Reggie
leaders started the final round, the
Nomar Garciaparra and the Wrigley Field to watch Maddux. Jackson for eighth on the career
sights and sounds were interestCubs rallied to take the lead just
On a sticky, 83-degree day, he list. Sandwiched around his error,
ing.
an inning after Maddux came out left after six innings trailing 3- Sosa also made two diving catch• When Vijay Singh walked to
Sunday, so he wound up with a 2. He threw 87 pitches, 25 in
es.
the driving range, John Daly play,
no-decision
in Chicago's 6-3 vic- the first inning, when he gave
.
fully chipped a shot, at him. The
With the,crowd in a thunder-'
tory over the Philadelphia Phillies. up homers to Jimmy Rollins and
- crowd thought it was hilarious,
ous
"NOMAR! NOMAR!" chant,
"I'm just glad we won," Mad- Bobby Abreu.
and both players did, too.
'Garciaparra
capped the four-run
dux said.
Philadelphia pushed across an
Later, Singh took a break to
rally with an RBI single in the
Sure, but everybody at Wrigley unearned run for a 3-2 lead in
„ixtatch Daly. clear . a fence 290
seventh, his first hit for the Cubs.
• .
Field wanted to see HIM win. o the fifth on an error by Sammy
•
• ya• rds, away.
He finished 1-for-4, batting sec-We're..good friends, but it was
The 38-year.o1d right-hander Sosa.
ond
in' the lineup after being
serious once we goi out there,
is trying to become the 22nd
Maddux told manager Dusty
acquired
from Boston in a blockSingh said. \
:• •
.- major league pitcher to reach 300 Baker after the fifth to -watch
buster four-team deal just before
It was, at least, after they sharedvictories -*--- and the first Nation- him because he was running low
* more laughs on - and around the
al Leaguer since Philadelphia's on energy. And, he wasn't about baseball's trade deadline Satur_ .
first tee.
r— _,- .
Steve
_ta take a chance_pitching when day.
Then,j,he -Smiles disappeared . Clemens accomplished the feat he had nothing left, even with
-Kent Mereker (2-0) -got one
•
for the most part, 'and Singh
out for the win. LaTroy Hawkins
on his fourth try with the New No. 300 at stake.
showed — again — why he'-s one
York'Yankees last season.
"I would have loved to go out earned his 16th save.
of the best players in the world.
Maddux's next chance proba- there and try not to walk someIn other NL games, it was:
Singh outlasted Daly on • Sunbly will come Saturday in San body and just hope they would St. Louis 6, San Francisco 1;
, day, closing with a 5-under 67 „. Francisco against Barry Bonds hit it at somebody. But it's not Los Angeles 2, San Diego 1 in
for his fourth victory of the year
• and the Giants.
right," Maddux said.
12 innings; Atlanta 6, New York
and 19th on the PGA Tour. The 1
think
5;
we
Houston 7, Cincinnati 5; Mil.were
all
hoping
.
"ft's
not
fair
to
the
rest
of
the
big Fijian finished at 23-Under .
we'd
get
Maddux
that
guys.
win,"
It's
said
not
the
way
waukee
you
8, Pittsburgh 7; and Colare
265.
.
.Garciaparra, Chicago's new star supposed to play the game."
orado 10, Arizona 2.
Daly, vying for multiple _wins
•
in one year for the first time, finAP Photo
Cubs pitcher Greg Maddux shouts to his fielders as Philadelphia's Jim Thome pops
ished a stroke back after shooting ,a 66 — and bogeying the
out during the fifth inning Sunday in Chicago.
/18th hole.
,
"It was fun, but it was also a
181 of work out," Singh said.
In his last, tournament,,before
—. a
the PGA Chainpionship
two
CHICAGO (AP) — Nomar Garciaparra looked
Garciaparra grounded into a double play in the
weeks L,- Tiger Woods shot(,66
a bit odd in a different uniform, especially 'with first but he had an RBI'single in the seventh and
to tie for third with Carlos Frana big blue and red "C" across his chest.
made two good defensive plays, including a nifty
co'(63) at 21 under.
It didn't take him long, however, to feel at catch of a poppa in the ninth.
' "To play that well and not win ,
home.
"We're glad we got him on our team. Nomar
is frustrating," said Woods, who
Less than 24 hours after changing teams, leagues has been one of the best shortstops in the game
.will look to snap his streak with- •
and addresses, Garciaparra got his first look at for a while -now," said Madden, who wound up
•
out a' major victory at nine, at
Wrigley Field and an earful from nearly 40,000 with a no-decision in the Cubs' 6-3 victory.
Whistling Straits in Wisconsin. .
grateful
fans.
"You change teams for the first time and it's
A massive gallery roared when
They cheered him Sunday in batting practice tough. It takes a while to adjust."
• Daly was introduced at the -first ,
— and he made new friend§ quickly by signing
Garciaparra, whose contract expires after this
tee, and just politely clapped for
autographs for five minutes. They gave him ova- season, rejected a $60 million, four-year extension
Singh in a preview of what was
tions during stretching, during pregame introduc- from the Red Sox last winter.
to come.
tions and every at-bat.
Would he consider signing long term with the
As they walked down the first
And when the five-time All-Star came to the Cubs?
fairway, Singh patted Daly on the
plate in the middle of a big seventh-inning rally
"I haven't even thought about it, contract or
back and both chuckled as .fans
Sunday, a thunderous chant of"NOMAR! NOMAR!" anything," he said.
hooted and hollered best wishes
came ringing from every corner of the old stadi"It hasn't even entered my mind. Right now
toward Daly.
um.
I'm dealing with this trade and getting acclimatSingh seemed to get a 'kick out
"The ovation I got, things like that you'll never ed here. I think that is first."
of the n.k-star reception for Daly.
forget," Garciaparra said. "That stuff stays with
He won't hear the adulation from Cubs fans
and later said it motivated him.
AP Photo your heart."
for a week because now the team heads, out on
"The More they made noise.
Chicago Cubs shortstop Nomar Garciaparra grounds into
Garciaparra's first game with the Chicago Cubs the road to Colorado and San Francisco.
more calm l becaine." he said.
a double play in his first at-bat as a Cub during the first since a blockbuster trade from Boston turned into
But for one day at least, the transition didn't
, —Singh's bogey at 18 created an
inning against the Philadelphia Phillies on Sunday at a winner, even if Greg Madden left before a rally appear to be difficult. His new teammates and a
opportunity for Daly to force a
and was denied his. 300th victory.
victory took care of that.
Wrigley Field.
playoff. but Daly was unable to •
take advantage of the break.
•

Nomar makes good first impression

ST LOUIS 6- SAN FRANCISCO 1

Cards get'Rolen' early against San Fran

AP Photo

The Cardinals' Scott Rolen, right, is forced out at the plate
by San Francisco Giants catcher Yorbit Torrealba as he
tries to score from third on a bases-loaded grounder hlt
by John Mabry in the sixth inning Sunday night at SBC
Park.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — As
a 37-year-old pitcher excelling in
a young man's game, Woody
Williams knows most numbers
mean very little. Still, his 100th
victory was cause for celebration
— particularly after besting Jason
Schmidt and Barry Bonds to get
it.
Williams worked 6 1-3 dominant innings for his fifth straight
victory, and Scott Rolen's firstinning homer sfood up in the St.
Louis Cardinals' 6-1 victory over
the San Francisco Giants on Sunday night.
Both Williams and Schmidt
entered the game with 99 wins,
but Williams got to triple digits
first, retiring the final 12 hitters
he faced while nursing a one-run
lead.

Williams (8-6) allowed five hits
and two walks, even getting Bonds
three times. When his teammates
tacked on four late runs, and the
Cardinals' bullpen flawlessly finished, Williams had a highlight in
his late-blooming career.
"I never thought I'd be around
long enough to win 100 games
with the way things started out
and where I've come from," said
Williams, a former reliever who didn't become a full-time starter until
1997 in Toronto. "For this to come
against probably the best pitcher
in the game. it's pretty special."
The right-hander needed 12 seasons to get his 100th victory, while
the 31-year-old Schmidt already is
in his 10th -season.
But Williams has bloomed in
his mid-30's: He has 49 wins in

the last four seasons.
"It's just a number, but I'm
very happy, no doubt about it."
Williams said.
It. was Williams' first win over
the Giants since July 25, 2000.
The rest of the Cardinals knew
the importance of the moment —
and they doused the pitcher with
water after the game.
"He's over the hill, but he can
still pitch," said a grinning Jim
Edmonds, who drove in two runs.
"It's hard to win one game in
this league," manager Tony La
Russa said. "To get 100, that's a
magic number, especially to do it
against a guy like Schmidt."
Williams threw 11 pitches in
an entertaining fifth-inning matchup
against Bonds, who sent a foul

ball soaring into McCovey Cove
before flying out to deep right.
Schmidt couldn't overcome his
early mistake to Bolen, who hit a
two-run shot on the first pitch he
saw. St. Louis added the rest of
its runs against San Francisco%
bullpen.
Schmidt (13-4) struck out 10
in seven innings, allowing six hits
and two walks while losing his
second straight start in San Francisco.
Mike Matheny and Albert Pujols
added run-scoring singles for St.
Louis, which has won each of
Williams' last nine starts. Four
months into their best start since
1968, the Cardinals took two of
three fricm San Francisco to split
the season series at three games
apiece.
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NFL TRAINING CAMP
Big boys do
nzie a no-show still for Packers
'Battle at ByMcKe
The Associated Press
the Bridges'
Battle at the Bridges
will be televised at
7 p.m. on WSIL-3
- RANCHO SANTA FE, Calif.
(AP) — Ever since its, creation
five years ago to put Tiger Woods
on prime time, Monday Night Golf
has been the ultimate hit-and-giggle affair.
This might be more like hitand-gasp.
The "Battle at the Bridges" is
all about power,-bringing together four of the biggest hitters in
golf for an 18-hole match that
, will focus on their mighty swings
and prodigioq,s length off the tee.
Woods might be hitting first
from the fairay, but there is no
disgrace in that. His partner is
Hank Kuehne, who set a PGA
Tour record last year by averaging 321.4 yards off the tee.
Their- opponents are Masters
champion Phil Mickelson and John
Daly, who won eight consetutive
driving distance titles on tour until
Kuehne came along.
Perhaps it's only fitting that ABC
Sports has hired Fred Couples to
work as an analyst at the Bridges
at Rancho Santa Fe in northern
• San Diego County. Couples was
'known as "Boom Boom" in his
early days on tour.
"It's always 'a blast to play in
that event," Woods said. "JD is
playing extremely well. I think it
just makes it that much more difficult for Hank and I to beat Phil
and Jp." •
ABC Sports-. will broadcast it
live Monday at 8 p.m. EDT, with
ESPN picking up the first hour
of the match.
Woods and Mickelson are the
more accomplished players, with
a combined • 63 victories on tour.
Woods has eight majors, while
Lefty picked up his first one this
year at Augusta National.
Still, the attention figures to
be on Kuehne and Daly, two of
the biggest bashers in .golf.
"I've played with Hank a lot,
but we don't really pay attention
to how long we hit it," Daly said.
The better-ball match is all about
making birdies and shooting the
lowest score, but there is a twist
this year. Four holes have been
designated for a long-drive competition.

Localsfare
well at
Bluegrass
Games
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• in st red 1-3-

Haverstock
Insurance Agency

The Green Bay Packers begin full-squad workStab. Auto
Insurance
outs Monday with two big voids.
top
Left cornerback Mike McKenzie, the team's
Nobody can protect your AVM
defensive player last year, remained home in Memany better than we can!
phis as he continues to seek a trade. Atunad CarMcKenbe
could
S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
pick,
draft
211
roll, the team's top
Van Haverstock
zie's replacement, but he was the lone unsigned
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
member of the team's six-player rookie class on
American League Standings
National League Standings
All Times COT
Sunday.
All Times CDT
Emit DivisioN
the
Division
with
East
The front office, meanwhile, is coping
GB
Pet
L
W
GS
Pct
L
•
of
president
vice
—
team's
635
..itt
the
66
Yo.
Hatley,
New
Mark
death of
558
46
58
Atlanta
544 9 1,'2
47
56
Boston
505 5 1/2
52
53
Philadelphia
football operations, who died last week of a heart
16
481
54
50
Tampa Bay
6
500
52
52
Flonda
44719 1/2
57
46
Baltimore
attack at age 54.
9
471
55
49
New Pod,
21
433
45
59
Tor01110
17
394
63
41
Montreal
Coach and general manager Mike Sherman, who
Central Division
Central Division
GB
Pct
Tulsa.
L
in
GB
attended a memorial service for Hatley
Pct
L
•
567 • —
45
59
Minnesota
—
644
37
67
St Louis
Okla., on Friday, hasn't said whether he'll shuffle
5
520
19
53
Chicago
1/2
10
543
48
57
Chicago
505 6 1/2
52
53
Cleveland
the personnel department or replace Batley.
505 14 1/2
52
53
Houston
91.2
.426
55
50
Detroit
16
490
53
51
Milwaukee
For now, Hatley's duties will be split primari359 21 1.2
66
37
Kansas City
486 16 1/2
54
51
Cincinnati
•
West Division
1/2
17
476
54
ly among pro personnel director Reggie McKen49
,
Pittsburgh
Pct o
L
West Division
zie, college scouting director John Dorsey and John
567
45
59
Oakland
GB
Pet
12
553
46
57
Texas
—
587
43
Schneider, assistant to the general manager.
61
Los Angeles
543 212
57
48
Anaheim
31/2
552
47
.58
Dego
San
'quo
"We're just going to keep things status
20
375
65
39
Seattle
5.33 5 1/2
50
57
San Francisco
4.48141/2
58
47
right now and address those at the proper time,"
Colorado
308 29 12
74
33
Arizona
Sherman said.
Sunday's Games
N `I Yankees 9, Baltimore 7
McKenabout
adamant
And Sherman remains
Chicago White Sox 6 Detroit 4
Sunday's Games
zie's holdout. He made his strongest public stateTampa Bay 5. Toronto 3
AtWita 6, N Y Mets 5
Oakland 4, Texas 1
ment yet following Wednesday's annual shareHouston 7. Cincinnati 5
Minnesota 4 Boston 3
Milwaukee 8, Pittsburgh 7
holders •meeting when he said, "I'm not going to
Kansas City 8. Cleveland 7
Chicago Cubs 6, Philadelphia 3
it.
on
3. Seattle 2
left
Anaheim
renegotiate a contract with three years
Montreal at Florida, ppd., Rain
6
Monday's Gomel
Colorado 10 Anzona 2
(McKenzie) has to come back on the terms of the
1 rn
Cleveland at Toronto 12 05 ,
AP ph,to
Los Angeles 2, San Diego 1 12 innings
Boston at Tampa Bavs6 15 p rn
team."
St. Louis 6. San Francisco I
Former Kentucky Wildcat and Green Bay
ci.Lis
Monday's
each
for
McKenzie
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Middle linebacker Shelton Quarles'' will be sideWith Minnesota trailing 3-2 in ' At Minneapolis. Cabrera start,
team began training camp Friday. He did not take
part in practice Sunday but will be in uniform on lined 'for at least the next few- days oi training
the eighth, Cristian Guzman and ed the Scoring f) _jumping on a
camp after -injuring his left wrist on the- first day
Monday.
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hand
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it
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man
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where
said being a marked
Guzman easily scored the tying left after seven innings with a 3to take it for what it is. It's a blessing it didn't
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run on the sacrifice fly, and Ford 2 lead. Santana allowed •three runs
"It feels good to know guys are gunning for . happen during the season and that I'm not misscount."
home when the Gold — two earned — in eigtit innings.
that
games
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any
ing
said.
he
you,"
expectare
Two other Starters from last season
Browns
'
The Browns continued negotiations Sunday with ed in camp before practice Monday.
• .

Cabrera takes good with
bad in Red Sox debut

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Six local swimmers earn four
or more medals each during the
annual Bluegrass State Games,
which concluded recently in Lexington.
Logan Getman paced all Murray swimmers with six medals in
the boys' 8-under division, bringing home gold in the 200 medley relay, the 50 freestyle and the
200 freestyle relay.
Oatman received a silver medal
in.'the 50 butterfly competition,
and bronze medals in both the 50
backstroke and 100 freestyle events.
Daniel McGee, who also com•
peted in the 8-under division, collected three gold medals — winning the medley relay, the 5
terfly and the freestyle reib
sion,
In the 6-under girls'
d in
Lauren Simmons claimed
both the 200 medley and t 2000
mons
freestyle relay events.
won silver in the 50 meter backstroke, the 200 medley and the
- 50 meter freesvle.
Nicole McC4e, who also competed in the -under girls' divigold medal in the
sion, earned
freestyle rela She also claimed
bronze medals in the 50 backtstroke, the 50 b aststroke and the
50 freestyle cometitions.
Holly Oatman 4s a gold medal
winner in the 20 5 medley relay
event of the 13-14 Air's' division.
Oatman also captured ree bronze
medals for her partici ion in the
50 backstroke, the I00 freestyle
and the 200 freestyle.
Competing in the l4-untçr girls'
division, Kayla Simmons r&jeive
dle
a gold medal in the 200
relay and silver medals for the
100 freestyle and 50 butterfly.
Simmons was also awarded a
bronze medal in the 200 freestyle
relay.
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Johnson dominates at Pocono
er•

LONG POND, Pa. (AP) ,—
Bobby Labonte and Tony Stewart
crashed. Kurt Busch had transmission woes. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
fought pain and an unruly car.
One by one, drivers in the top
10 in the Nextel Cup standings
dropped out Sunday at Pocono
Raceway, guaranteeing heated
jostling for positions in- the next
six races.
4There were changes everywhere
the standings, but the top.
Jimmie Johnson pulled off a
clean sweep at Pocono Raceway,
winning the Pennsylvania 500 on
Sunday for his fourth victory of
the season.
"I think we can win more races
and be vA sefious threat for the
champiOnship\at the end of the
Jolmson hid. "A little luck
,
year,"

will play in those final 10. but if
it comes down to performance.
I'll put my guys up against anybody."
Johnson said, there was little
use complaining about NASCAR's
new points system that will leave
him fighting for a championship
instead of celebrating one near
season's end. He figures the only
solution is to keeping winning races.
"You might want to get all your
smiles and good photos out of us
now, because with 10 to go. it
won't be the same," Johnson said.
The "Chase for the Cup" begins
at New Hampshire International
Speedway on Sept. 19.
Mark Martin was second, 2.138
seconds back. Kasey Kahne was
third, followed by Greg Riffle and
Jeff Gordon.

it

Grill

4

r*,
Aii*N
e
16-Inch, 1
Topping Pizza

DINE IN • FREE DELIVERY
tCARRYOUT

762-0442

$5.99
t Cheese Chizone

$4.99

Home of the Calzone

11 oz. Ribeye Dinner

$8.00
Includes Side Salad,
Side Item & Garlic Bread
Open Daily 11 a.m.-11 p.m. 817
Coldwater Rood, Past Five Points

While Johnson cruised, many
in the tor 10 struggled, with Stewart, Kevin, Harvick, Labonte 'and
Busch all failing to finish, and
Ryan Newman ending up .13th.
Nine, spots in the top 10 juggled names.
Harvick fell from ninth overall •
to 10th after failing,•to finish a
race for the first time 'since October T.2002 in Atlanta. Labonte
dropped from seventh to ninth
overall, while Newman jumped
from 10th to eighth.
Newman has a 52-point cushion on 10th,plate.

CQTURING?
How ABOUT AN
ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deterred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is

3.75%
ro, rne lest month and (nen
car van, moot*,at can be looked sr) toe one year
Guaranteed no lower Irian

'Th/S rate a guaraMeeo

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

6)))1LW

N OFTIE WORLD

INSURANCE-LIFIM
HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

s 169n70
14" Bar
IN?

inWit

MS 170 Chain Saw
Includes STIHL Quickstop0 inertia chain brake.
Master Control LeverTm, anti-vibration mounts, easyoff filter cover and view-through oil and gas tanks.

'Lr4) s 12995

FS 45

FS 45
Grass Trimmer
Lightweight with fast-cutting
double line AUTOCUT head and
easy-to-service air filter. Primer
bulb and starting throttle lock
provide fast, easy starts. Ask
about the Easy2Start version.

& AUTO
MURRAY HOME 753-2571
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY •

murrayhomeondouto.com
a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Sot. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
7:30
His: Mon.-Fri.
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Can,show clear Gott name?

"Fly Away'

67 39

/ITV

AP Photo

Attending the viewing of the reality television show "Growing up Gotti," Victoria Gotti, center,
daughter of the late mob boss John Gotti and her sons John, left, Frank, and Carmine Gotti
Acinello pose for photographers in New York.

Koala

Wiggles

NEW YORK (AP)--- Mob relations aside, don't
mess with Victoria Gotti.
The curvy blonde raises three teenage boy's by herself (ex-husband Carmine Agnello is in jail for racketeering and tax evasion) and cooks and cares for their
huge Long Island home. She is the author of five books,
a columnist at the celebrity publication "Star" and is
starting her own magazine, "Red Carpet," where
celebrities Will write articles about their lives.
She's confrontational, quick-witted,and isn't afraid
to speak her mind no matter who she's talking to.
Then again, she IS the daughter of deceased mob
boss John Gotti.
"Look, I loved my father and I love my family," she
told Th-e—ki-S-6—
cialeditess.'But tins- is my life. I don't
represent anyone else, it's about me and my child ,
andtwantto make sure they do good in their lives."
Gotti and her :ions are the subject of the new real'
show "Growing up Gotti," which premieres on A&E at
9:30 P.m. EST today. She said she did the show to clear
up talk that she's "The Godmother" or that her family is
the real-life Soprano's.
"I'm tired of everybody labeling us as the 'first mobfamily,— she said. "I have three young boys that have
their own paths in life chosen." .
Gotti said growing up in the spotlight, even for being
a member of an infamous family, made it a bit easier to
have the show's cameras there. Her name, too, has
helped her in her job as a gossip columnist.
"A lot of celebrities out there are just as curious
about me,having read stories about me," she said. 'And,
many of them want to meet me too, so. we both get
something out of the interview."
Speaking of her job. Gotti still sticks by a story she
published in June claiming Jennifer Lopez was
-extremely brokenhearted" over her breakup with Ben
Affleck. Lopez's people claimed they never talked to
totti.
"I will say. this: It's really disappointing when you
work with someone so closely and in the end a situation
that you think you're doing to help them and their client
blows up in your face-because of their change of mind
and change of heart," Gotti said.
She also got into some trouble for reporting in May
that Ryan Seacrest's talk show would go off the air.
"The irony of that story is a few weeks later, the
report shows up in (the New York Post's) Page Six that

it's going to be canceled, after his people told my editor
over and over again his show wasn't going to be canceled, and was even being renewed next season," she
said.
The show was officially axed on Tuesday.
Gotti says she's careful with her stories because she
knows what it feels like to be the target of false information. But she says celebrities forfeit some of their
rights to privacy.
"I feel mine was given away for me many, many
years ago," she said. "I didn't have a say."
She remains tight-lipped about her family, and said
she hadn't yet spoken to her imprisoned brother John Jr.
since he was indicted last week on charges of plotting
the kidnapping and attempted murder of talk-show host
Curtis Sliwa in 1992..
"I haven't talked to him, I don't_know. _what's hap pening and so I can't really say anything," she said.
Her TV show is a weird glimpse into the family. John
tti's picture sits on a table in foyer. The huge home is
ornate, but it's also messy and lived-in, the byprtxhict of
three teenage sons.
In die first episode, her brother Peter drops hy for
dinner as she's telling her boys, Carmine. John and
Frank, about going on a blMd date. No one's happy
about it.
It turns out the date, a bald guy named Ed, is less
than perfect. He hints that she's spoiled, and that she's
spoiled her kids.
"I'll give you a thousand dollar if you take him to a
ditch somewhere and roll him in," she jokes afterward
to the limo driver.
The-show is laden with such statements, which are
hilarious and kind of scary at the same time.
In the interview, Gotti said she doesn't watch "The
Sopranos," and turned down repeated requests from
writers asking her about the show.
"I just find it offensive," she said. "Forget the mob
stuff, it's the way the women walk around cradking gum
and talking about trivial nonsense. Italian women are
stunning and cultured, and they're smart. It doesn't portray them like that."
And just about every time Tony Soprano whackS
someone,she gets a call from a reporter asking her what
she thinks about it.
"It's a show, remembd?" she scoffed. "It's not real."

'Kentucky Life' on KET to feature MSU museum
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A.KET program will feature
Murray State University's Wtather_
West Kentucky Museum.
"Kentucky Life" will include a
segment on the museum when host

Dave Shuffett visits Murray State,
his alma mater. The program airs at
7:30 p.m. Aug. 7 and 3:30 p.m. Aug.,
8 on KETI.
The museum opened in 1982 and
is located in thp university's oldest
'building, which is listed on the
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Board Certified Orthopedic Surgeon

Decorat\ Design

MAX
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The X-Files 'Orson' The 0-Files In Stereo)
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'Someone to Love Me Moment al Truth"
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Minimally Invasive
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Road Rule
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Friends! The Late Late Show

Time Cap World

Roseanne Roseanne Extra!
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Mega Machines

News
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Series-Poker

Karate

All Tennis

Judy

Seinfeld

National Register of Historic
Places. The museum includes a display on Kentuckian Nathan -B.
Stubblefield, who is recognized by
the Guinness Book of World
Records as the first person to send a
wireless message.
Other "Kentucky Life" segments
will be about Thomas Edison living
in Louisville's Butchertown neighborhood when he was 19 and
Louisville Extreme Park. which was
designed with the help of skaters,
in-liners and BMXers.
The program is closed-captioned
for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.
Viewers can learn more about
KET's six digital channels and its
visiting
by
programming
www.ket.org.

Kim

Proud

_"Long-Fnday"
Movie: 'And Starring Poncho Villa as Honer Movie: cue "Catch Met You Can'(2002) PG-13" If

At The

Wellness Center
Murray Calloway

Classifieds

'MAW

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein ts subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it illegal to advertise seq paddence.,limitation of discnnonabon based on race, cokik sdriliftlek hantliaP,
familial status or runonalongin Or inleatioalawairssaysodi preereixis. limitations or discrimination.

ADJUSTMENTS
AiNielbeis are requeneo to Me* tie Trsr
thee ads for any error. 'Array
neeillbe
Le91111 lines rel be respenettlefor only one
lowed Ineeillea Ara error should be Waaried
WM**00 COMICSOM can bowie&

State laws forbid discnnunation in the sale, twig ar
real estate bard on factors in addition to those protected under eraflow.
We wwwingIs accept any advertising for real estate which is not
m violation ot the la. All persons are herebs Informed that all
dweaiop advertised are available on an equal opportunity bast,

DEADLINES

e

11 a.m.

Monday

Thursday
Fnday

-Mon. 11 a.m.
5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
.Wed. 5 p.m.

Saturday

Thur, 12 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday ..........

Foe birder amistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requireseab, comlact NM Counsel Rene P
i703)48-10011

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
129
130
140
150
155
160
165
160

190
196
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Make
Peteenals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden
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430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots Foe Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Properly
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots Foe Sale
Lots Foe Rent
Farms For Sate
Acreage
Hornets For Solo
Motorcycles 4 ATV's
Auto Parts
Spoil Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

mitftnturrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

$7.75 Column Inch, 60'; Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
‘An 3 .444 ..offist Ran Wahrn t, Doi
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide) .

PLACE Y....4.1a MI AD AND 1.1 WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
words or less
Over 20 words $'.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per day.
).!
$3.01)extra tor
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie
• Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

060

060
Help Warded

Classified

ummer Savings

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

Purchase a line ad for 3 day &
receive 1 day FREE!

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FARMINGTON CHURCH OF CHRIST

Purchase a line ad for 6 days &
receive 2 days FREE!

The Farmington Church of Christ is seeking
a part time administrative assistant. The
position is for approximately 20 hours per
week. Responsibilities include providing support for the education atid benevolence programs, teacher/preacher support, record
keeping, and scheduling of activities.

• Private party for sale items only.
• No changes or refund for early cancellation.
• Ad must be prepaid.

DEADLINES
Monday & Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday 11 am
Friday 11 am
Monday 5 pm
Wednesday 11 am
Wednesday 5 pm
Thursday 12 noon

By or Call 753-1916 and ask for
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown,

Come

IS

2IE

We accept Visa and Mastercard

020

020

Notice

Notice

2 Openings - Software
Development firm seeking
Customer/Technical
Support Reps w/great
phone & computer skills.
Fir Great work environment, Health Ins., 18 paid
days off/yr. Send resume
to mikettpowerclaim or
Hawkins Research, 406
406 N.4th St.. Murray, KY
42071

The successful applicant must be proficient
in Microsoft Office, possess excellent organizational, interpersonal and phone skills, and
be capable of wOrking with minimal supervision. This person will report to the minister.
Starting pay for the position is $10 per hour.
Interested uplicants should submit a
resume and ?twee letters of reference from
people outside the Farmington Church to:

Farmington Church of Christ
P.O. Box 172
Farmington, KY 42040
OUR COMPANY IS GROWING AND NEEDS
THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS FILLED:
HUMAN RESOURCE ASSISTANT
Will be responsible for all payroll, reports, training materials and data base and duties assisting HR manager. Must have two years experience in HR field.

We build, repair, and refinish
Sales & Design Store
1220 Hopkins Road • Murray • 753-0249

LA% MCC'01

STEVE VIDMER
•

iencral Practice ol 11,,m

BANKRIVI(- 1(
1)1\()R('E/CIEN.TODY/St'PPORT

( RI
U./TRAFFIC/DI I
PLRSONAL INJURY

753-1752
II 11

\II \ I

\\ \MINI

YOUTH SOCCER REGISTRATION
July 29 & Aug.5• 5-8 p.m.
July 31 & Aug. 7•9 a.m.-2 p.m.
PLACE: The Trophy Case
AGE: Anyone born
before Aug. 1, 2001
Bring Social Security Number
$2.500 Reward for info
leading to arrest and conviction of the person or
persons responsible for
vandalizing cars at 5 Point
Auto Sales on the night of
July 27th. Call 753-4300
or Murray Police Department.
CALLOWAY County Family History Book. Family
histories needed. Not necessary to have been born
in Calloway County. Entries up to 500 words, one
picture free. Entries may
be turned in at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse, 704
Vine Street. on Thursdays
from 11-2 and 4-6. For
more information call
759-4938
Orchards:
COPELAND
Peaches, Nectarines, Tomatoes, vegetables. Mayfield (270) 623-8312.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
2 year old German Shorthair Pointer; dark brown
with liver-color spots had
ed collar on at time last
een. Lost in vicinity
losing Hill, Lakeview.
ypress Springs Resorts:
mily pet, reward Call
en or Carol at 436-2421.

Trina's
Discount
Dance wear
Peddler's Mall #129
D._

If we don't
have the item
you need
call

753-4647

MAINTENANCE REPAIRER
Responsible for general maintenance and carpentry work as directed by supervisor. Minor
repairs to residential homes. office, CH workshop. Must have a minimum of two years maintenance experience.
STAFF NURSE
Must be a licensed practical nurse or a registered nurse is preferred. Will monitor the medical needs of all persons and ensure a quality
system of medical support is in place. Will visit
each residence and CH site at least twice
monthly to monitor overall medication regime.
Serve as liaison between physicians and
CAKY, guardians, individuals and or families
Our company offers opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including paid training.
401K, medicalidentaVeye insurance, paid holidays, vacation and sick leave.
APPLY IN PERSON
COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES
6145 Symsonia Highway
Symsonia, KY

Success Never
Tasted So Good!
Hr over 50 years, Schwan's has been delighting the palates of
across the nation by delivering delicious. well-balanced
Alncas the same time, we've provided motivated individuals,
uho share our commitment to being the very hest, with the personal and professional growth they need to excel.

Route Managers - Calvert City
*First- year earnings potential of S30K-$35K
.Paid sales and management training
•Adiancement opportunities
*Medical/dental/life insurance

ifrotit shanng
•40liki savings plan
•Tuition reimbursement
*Paid vacation

Qualified candidates must Ix a least 21 years old, have a good driving
record and a verifiahle smolt history. EOF/AA

060
Help Wanted

HIRING NOW
has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers
Must be customer
oriented with food
service experience
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.
RETAIL salesperson and
sewing maching opera-'
tors. Manual & computer
machines. Sewing experience helpful Apply in person Faye's Custom Embroidery. 308 N. 12th,
Murray.
IMMEDIATE LPN and
CNA positions Contact
IES 888-547-6218

Local office seeking full-time
Financial Advisors. High school
diploma, proficient typing and computer skills required. Pay commiserate with qualifications and experience. Competitive benefit package.
Only qualified applicants will be contacted.

Send resume to:
Human Resources Manager
P.O. Box 1567
Paris, TN 38242

INSURANCE

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Alr.ej

Lou V. McGary

labP(J

Does Your Policy Pay 100q of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
141.08-FOR MRJS
304 Main St.
I -888-367-6757
'
Murray, KY 42071
2701759-S000
All Occasion Transportation • Airport Service • Certified Driven

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on. Part A: $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

pm.

753-7890 • 8
40.34
DID YOU AVERAGE
THIS
PER MILE IN THE FIRST
6 MONTHS OF 2004?
OUR DRIVERS DID!
FULL BENEFITS
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS ONLY
OWNER/ OPERATORS
WELCOME.
QUALITY CARRIERS.
(800)328-2657
TALK TO:
GEORGE AT EXT. 210
OR
JEF AT EXT. 206
CAREER-MINDED heating and cooling installer.
basic sheet metal, brazing
experience. Must be
clean, neat, and professional. Join a winning
team. Good pay. vacation
& holtday pay, paid training, and bonuses. Call
753-0300
DUMPLINS, 305 S. 12th
street. Apply in person at
ter 2:00 p.m. NO PHONE
CALLS PLEAS&
GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hiring for
the following positions:
LPN-RN weekend option.
6p-6a. Work 12 hrs, get
paid for 16 hrs.. LPN-RN.
PRN, 2p-10p shift. We
have excellent wages and
benefits. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person
1140001MIN1040404114/40404100010

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
elleelteekeeleieeteeereerel

NURSES AIDE
PRN work as needed all
shifts prefer experience, '
but will train. Need
flexible person' who
would enjoy working
with the elderly in a
pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person:
Fern Terrace of
Murray, LI,C,
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE

Vie prefer eipenence in salts. customer sen ice or business. A 2-)ear se,
ondary education is desired, hut nix required.
Get the scoop on all the details by calling 1-800.3EMPLOY 1 400-336
7569): or e-mail your resume to thomas.balashirschwans.com

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

•

SINGERS!
Christian music. Nashville
recording talent scout
holding FREE one song
Saturday,
auditions
August 7 at 4 p.m. Calvary
Temple Church 2645 U.S.
Highway 641S. Murray.
Public invited, free concert
by divine appointment,
Bring back up (karaoke)
CD, cassette, guitar, keyboard, or sing without music NO calls bands or
choirs

Commercial-Was e
Disposal
All Types Of Refuse :1,orvicP

17
1

1-800-585-4033
PLACE
YOUR AD HERE!

PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
_
or payment

-

Set up Pre-Thana Trust ,

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Owriers
Terry !sail; slisareii

for as little as

$12.00 per week.
2x2
(13 Week Contract)
090
Domestic & Childcare
D'S Cleaning
753-3802

150
1

Articles
For Sale

Service.

WILL clean up before and
after renters, new conremodeling.
struction,
floors, windows, kit, baths,
etc.
Experienced.
436-5914, Valerie

ONE cemetery plot to
o
in
Garden
sale
Murray
at
Devotion
Memorial Gardens. empty
lots available next to it. 1/2
price_ Call 753-9320
160
Home Furnishings

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633 CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters, refrigerators, air conditioners,
doors, and storm windows
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
12' pop-up camper with
roll-out: Nice $4,300. 16'
swimming pool Accessones $90, 2 push mowers
$20 each. 3 dressers $12
each, miscellaneous electronic toys. 753-2570
2pcs of good used Stainmaster carpet, cream,
14'x12' and 15'x18' $100,
753-9350
GOLF cart, electric, good
condition, good tires and
batteries $42$. 753-8353
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
Jackets, chaps, saddlebags, boots, camping sup& ammo
plies, guns
Credit cards accepted
Jerry's Sporting Goods in
KY
Mayfield.
(270)247-4704

CARPENTERS & LABORERS
For project in Murray, KY. Must have experience with industrial & commercial
concrete work. Physical & drug screen
required Competitive pay and benefits,
including medical insurance. 401(k), and
paid holidays. Apply in person or call:
(615)855-2244.
Denham-Blythe Company, Inc,
855 Springfield Hwy, Suite 101
Goodlettsville, TN 37072
EOE M/F/D

NICE formal taupe couch
$500
loveseat
and
767-0493
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1989 2B1=1. 1 BA, $5.500
752-0108
1999 Southern Energy
16x80, 3BR. 2 Bath. extremely nice. $23,500.1ncludes delivery & set up
rail (270) 489-2525
2004 16x80 Bayview mobile home. 1 acre lot 3BR,
270-382-2320
2BA.
$40.000
COME SEE THE NEW
FLOOR
EXCITING
PLANS: With porches and
decks available at Clayton
in
Camden
Homes
731-584-9429
LAND!!! Call now. Also, 1
acre lots with improvements in Huhtington and
Humboldt. More acreage
available, 731-584-9429

Call Jill Stephens at

753-1916
and place your ad today!
•
320
Apartments For Rent

Apartments For lent

lbr apartment. furnished
and all utilities paid
Downtown, no pep. Call
(270)226-9131..'

3BR. 2BA, garage, all ap
phances $750 rent + de- posit. 1 year lease
753-8242. 752-0494

1BR apt av.gilable, all appliances furnished Murrat Realty 753-4444
1Eftit apt, newly redecorated. 753-8588
1BR studio. $345 p/mo.
1BR & study, W/D, $350
p/mo 2BR townhouse.
WD, $410 p/mo. Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message
W/D
carport.
1BR.
hookup, clean, no pets.
$345/month. 753-6931 or
293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments Ask
about move in free days.
Coleman RE 759-4118

5 and 4 bedroom house &
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
APARTMENT sublease.
fully furnished, bed. desk
chest
and
Wchair,
S324Month, utilities paid
rail (270)977-0529
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St..
now accepting applica-:
lions for 2br townhouses„
basic rent $360, month;
One bedroom $330 month
Call 753-1970 leave msg.:

apt,
bedroom
2
Northwood Subd , water.
sewer. gar-bage pick-up
included, lease, deposit
required. 293-5117

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR S29000
2BR $340 00
36R $425 00
$100 deposit special for •
qualified applicants
Also accepting applications for fall
Office hour's 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221

2 Room all furnished, all
utilities, water, electric,
phone and cable included.
Access to pool & fitness
room. $400/month. $150
deposit. Call for informaMEADOWLARK Apt_ 4BR;
7.
.
tion. (270)753-84
2-1/2BA. W/D., dish. disp;
2BR 1bath with carport, all $800 month, w/o utilities:
appliances furnished, &el
1 year lease. Sign before
hook-up. C/1-11A, 1 year
August 5th. receive $200
lease, 1 month deposit. off 1st month.
Na pets (270)75372905
REPO'S. Corporate says
2BR 2 bath, 2 blocks from
sell them' Single and douNICE 2BR dup)ex,with
MSU, w/c1 hook-up, no carport. 753-7457 Of
blewides. Payments as
pets $395 per month & de- 436-6357.
low as $120 .Clayton
posit References.required.
Camden. 731-584-9429
NOW LEASING
Daytime 753-3949 after
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
6m 759-3050
We accept Section
28R apts. 2 Northwood
8 vouchers
area,,,1 Cambridge area.
1) 2BR for +rent CM/A
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts,
All appliances furnished.
with approved credit
t
902 Northwood Dr
Call 293-6968
437-4465
Monday.
2BR close to MSU,$325 +
Wednesday, Friday '
deo. Call 435-4114
Phone 759-4984
2BR duplex $400/mp. Call.
Equal Housing Opportu(270)759-4406
nity
2BR quiet location, no "
TDD n1-800-648-6056
1 & 2BR apts available fol.- pets. $345/mo. 753-6931
occupancy
immediate
293-6070
RED OAKS APTS.
Please call 753-8221
2BR. 1.200 sq ft most
Special
utilities paid. Appliances
$100 Deposit
1 or 2BR apartment. all
pets
No
furnished.
1BR From,5280
utilities included plus
767-9037
2BR From $325
cable TV. 1 28R mobile
26R. 1BA by University at
Call Today!
home, 3 min to the water
1634 Hamilton. Living
753-8668.
near Jonathan Creek
&
carport,
room, den.
270-474-8828. 731-642TOP of the line 38R. 2-1/2
patio. New centtal air &
8109
BA. all appliances, garage
gas heat, new windows, &
270-753-8251. with remote opener. 907-A
paint.
1 OR 2br apts near down$725/mo:
N.20th,
town Murray starting at 270-293-3181
2BR. 2 bath Utility room. 293-9970 day. 753-5344
S200imn 7C3-410%
•
garage &privacy deck. night
1326 Diuguld $375 + deVERY nice roomy 2BR 2
C/H/A All appliances inposit. Pets with additional
bath w/garage All appliandeposit,' references re- cluding WiD Yardwork included. $500 per rnonth• ces. 1 yr lease 1 month
quired. 293-8462
with deposit 1 year lease. deposit No pets 753-2905
1419-B Hillwood. $400 per
no pets Day 753-5524.
month. Pets with addiVERY roomy 2BR. walk to
Night 753-6184
tional deposit. References
stove,
waMSU. available early
rig,
ref
AC,
2BR,
293-8462
required,
per mo. August (270)762-0991.
1BR all appliances Oaks ter included, $325
$200 deposit N 5th St. (270)559-1164
apartments 759-4118
293-9694, 293-3473

v
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NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
*low Have Climate Control

•

[Mrvicssaasredj

1I

CNIered

Do the OWNERS votiere you buy your
new flooring person* install for you?
lint 753-7728
WE ROMPS Over 34 Years experienoe,
Watt Our Showroom Today

Haas 04 p.a.,0.12 $it, By AppL Atter Sours
NSW •141/1111111see ofliesp IsTem tiskir Past No ISO pea

0

MORRIS

Snort Utility Vehicles

1998 Durango, loaded,
Automotive 8
leather, 106,xxx, excellent
Service Repair
condition. $7,995 obo.
3.5 Mlles On
(270)767-0186 or (901)
641 South
626-2373.
Across
*
1996 Ford Explorer Sport
From
Trac. 4x4, 115K, $6,000
Taylor
or
293-2269
OBO.
Bus
293-2270
Sales
'88 Nissan Pathfinder,
4x4, 2DR, XE, V-6,
284,xxx, as is $500 0130.
Or
(270)437-4290

FAUGHN'S USED CARS
401 Sycamore • 759-3500 • 1 800-279-7715
Open 'til 8 00 p m on Mon Wed & Thurs

Lake Property

Houses For Rent

SMALL older lake
approximately 300
from water Large
room New roof in
1374 Boatwright
$20000 753-1566

3BR IBA $310 per month
plus deposit 753-9826

3 lots ( 75 acres) with well,
septic, electric, and telephone 5th wheel travel
camper goes with lot
Highway 94E toward Irvin
Cobb $9.900 Call Haley
Professional Appraising &
Estate
Real
270-293-3181
460
Homes For Sale

3BR in town Quiet neighborhood, references required. 293-8462

•

home
yards
family
2003
Trail

2BR. IBA, country setting,
lawn service included,
Large shop on property
inlay also be rented No
pets. $585 p/mo. References. credit check, deposit required Cat for
appt 270-293-2941

3BR. IBA home in
PuryearTN for rent $450
per month. References required: available 8/6. Call
appointment.
an
for
270,362-9729

Lots For Sale

NEAR MSU 3BR. very'
no pets. 1 year
lease $495 per month
753-9636

(lean,

REMODELED 3 bedroom,
1 bath brick home, gas
heat 3 miles east of Mur,
ray. Call 759-2540

1994 388 2BA double
wide with fireplace on 11+
horse
with
acres
barn/shop, fenced backyard, pond, good pasture_
$75,000. Call 753-2529

1997 3BR 2BA doublewide on block foundation.
Garden, tub, fireplace,
360
large deck, carport on
Rentals
5-1/2 beautiful acres on
Cherry Corner Rd. Must
A&F Warehousing
see $59,500. 270-436Near MSU $20-50
6218
753-7668
BY owner, 3BR, 2BA. immaculate 111.1ck ranch
MURRAY Store and Lock
home, move-in condition.
Presently has units available 753-2905 or 753- 2,076 sq ft.. fireplace,
screened in porch, 2 car
7536
garage. new roof, recently
painted & landscaped, exPREMIER
cellent neighborhood. Call
MINISTORAGE
for appt. (270)767-0616
enside climate control
storage
ESTATE. 102N 9th_ 2BR.
•Secority alarmed
IBA. dining, basement.
•Sate & clean
detached garage, deep
•We sell boxes!
lot Excellent location
•We rent U-Hauls
Older house, good condi753-9600
tion 567.900 293-8487.
293-1867
G&C
FOR Sale: 2 bedroom, 1
STORAGE and
PROPANE
bath house in Benton,
119 E. Main
completely redone Must
appreciate
-L))753-6266
to
see
270)293-4183
270-417-4419
,
4 pm. M-F
GOOD location, remodeled. new septic. roof. car380
pet, French doors, deck,
$ &Supplies
etc 2BR plus large bonus
room Dining room. den.
bOG Obedience
549900 (731)247-3068
www.kyfsbodirect.com
Master Trainer.
See local FSBO listings
436-2858.
wipicture and description.
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
Advertise your property
731-352-0037
trained.
-$10 no commission. 'Call
731-642-5151
767-9308 for info.
400

1

BLACK Pontiac Firebird
Formula V-6, 1996, excludesign.
interior
sive
108,000 miles $4,500.
762-2551
'96 Cavalier 2DR, 5-spd,
good condition, new tires.
$1,200. 761-2785 or
293-0450

Motorcycles & Arcs

Go 121 S. left on
Lax Drive
305 Beaman
July 28 - Aug. 2
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Misc household
items, large treated
wood dog house,
manual treadmill

DUPLEX for sale 213R. 1
bath each. 1 with large
carport, located in nice
subdivision on a double
corner lot Long term rentTN.
Puryear,
, ers.
(2701 59-2416
'REAL Estate- Corner of
New Hwy 68/80 & Purdom Rd In 2 tracts 15 72
acre (1900 ft rd frontage)
734 acres (1950 ft rd
frontage) 5 miles from
Murray $4.150 an acre
1-423-942-3850
It Ii 114
11111I Ai

Cal us we will be
pled to nieki.
Murray Whist a T.
270413.19116

KAWASAKI KFX 400 New
ITP polished aluminum
wheels and holeshots
$4.000, Kawasaki KX 85
moose bars, new tires,
War Eagle 1648. Yamaha
4-stroke 40HP, Avery
Quickset Blind, floored
w/seats and 6 dozen new
duck decoys $6.500 for all
or will separate, 1994
Cuisers Yachts 3175
Rogue 32'8" LOA, Onan
generator. heat/air. refngerator, Head w/separate
shower Twin 5 7L Volvos,
GPS/Plotter.
windlass.
VHF, Stainless Radar
Arch 270-759-0760
2003 Honda CBR 954. red
and black, like new, must
0130
$7,700
sell
270-898-9358
2002 1500 Kawasaki Nomad. 3,000 miles $11,500
080 753-0331
1999 Harley Davidson Superglide Excellent condition $11.500 Call after
2pm 759-9222

[

Sport Utility Vehicles
11111

2002 Dodge Durango SLT
4WD towing package
i6K $20,000 761-2561

sq. ft. ot 29 & 2 gau

753-1084

Call Metal Mall
I-800-909-9064•2710474844

David's Cleaning
Services
"We

Specialize in Cleaning"

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

(270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

David Borders

figovicuonsmd

QUICK & Right Painting,
House work, Yard work,
Odd Jobs (270)761-2559
ROOF REPAIRS
COMPLETE NEW
ROOFS, SHINGLES,
PAINTED METAL AND
RUBBER TYPE ROOFS
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
30 YEARS EXPERI"since 1971"
ENCE
•Carpets -Upholstery
CARTER ROOFING
'Emergency Water
HAZEL KY 492-8688
Removal •Quick Drying
SEPTIC SYSTEM INFree Estimates
STALLATION And repair.
"Got Dirt?'
753-5827
pumping field line replacement, washer beds inRepair
Mower
MOODY'S
stalled Excavating, gravel
pick-up & deliver. 753- driveways and parking lots
5668
installed BRENT ALLEN
trimming, SEPTECH.
MOWING,
759-1515
mulching, painting, odd
1-877-335-1500
lobs, cleaning. 767-0533
DOZER WORK
DNJ HANDYMAN
INSTALL & REPAIR
lobs
odd
the
all
We do
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
you
GRAVEL HAULING.
don't have time for Plus,
Public or Contract
all repairs for home and
at 270-753-9503
Contact
'
business
293-5438
CARPORTS Starting at
DAVE'S Window Clean- $675. installed. Roy Hill
ing, residential and com- (270)436-2113.
rnercial. 270-436-2347

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters
753-2592.
WATERPROOFING
AND
BASEMENTS
CRAWLSPACES. Under;
ground roof drains, sue!,
face water diversions,
shoreline, and erosion
control riprap installed,
storm shelters. BRENT
SEEPTECH.
ALLEN
1-877-335759-1515,
1500
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
LAYTON Hudson hauling, landscaping, backhde
& loader work 753-4545
or 492-6265
LAWN mowing in Murray.
Quick service. Call Tim
270-978-1431

Girl, 8, who started
lemonade stand for
cancer research dies

(AP) -- A
who started a
lemonade stand to raise money for
research, sparking a nationcancer
Vans
wide fund-raising campaign that has
raised hundreds of thousands of dol1996 Ford Club Wagon
has died at her home. She was
lars,
Chateau loaded, rear A/C,
4 captain's chairs, new 8.
Alexandra Scott, of Wynnewood,
tires, everything, works,
used for long distance whose battle with pediatric cancer
travel, excellent condit4on. captured hearts nationwide, "passed
Call 767-9442
on peacefully with us holding her
hands," her parents. Jay and Liz
Used Trucks
Scott, said in an e-mail, The
Philadelphia Inquirer reported
1999 Dodge Dakota V-6, Monday.
white, club cab. 62,xxx
"She just slipped away," Liz Scott
miles. $8,599 or OBO.
the paper Sunday. "You could
told
1999 Mercury Mystique. 4
a
cycl., white, 4-door, 71,xxx see when she was ready. She let off
miles. $4,522 or OBO. big sigh. and went off to sleep. She
1997 Nissan Quest, V-6, was very. calm. For that, we're gratered, 98.xior miles $4.168 ful. You're always fearful it's going
OBO. 270-767-9865
to be scary."
A call and an e-mail sent to the
with
pickup
'88 GMC 2WD
Sunday night were not immefamily
toolbox, high miles. $1700
diately returned to The Associated
OBO.(270) 293-2398.
'66 Chevy truck, two Press.
Alexandra, diagnosed just before
283's, two 3 speeds & one
4 speed tranny. 435-4792 her first birthday with neuroblas-

Yard Sal.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

Order by1.142.ni.
pick up :text do

#1 & #2 available in most colors

•
•-non

Need A Car?
No Credit Check!

We now manufacture.

5,000+

753-3853

JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul away almost anything, clean out
attics, garages & bams,
In town mowing (270)
489-2583.

PHILADELPHIA
young cancer patient

Boats & Motors
PONTOON boat w/ trailer.
87 Aqua patio. 40 hp YaOBO
maha, $2,500
492-8290
1997 Monarch 24' Pontoon, 75HP Mercury motor
and trailer. Call 753-6692
Services Offered
436-2867 Joe's Small Engine Repair. Free pick-.
up/delivery
A-AFFORD436-5141
ABLE Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters, junk &
tree work
492-8688 ROOF REPAIRS. New Roofs, all
types. 29 years expenence Call Carters.
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up,
gutters, tree work. 4362867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
Garages. Pole Barns.
Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
SEPTIC
ALEXANDER
SERVICE Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning
and repair. Access nsers
753-5933
in-stalled
1-877-335-1500
ALL CARPENTRY Remodeling,
additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, sagging
floors, termite & water
damage. Larry Nimmo
Or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS (270)
293-8726 OR 759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track has

toma, an aggressive form of childhood cancer, decided to set up a
lemonade stand to raise money for
treatment. She took in $2,000 that
first year, and a series of stands had
raised a total of $200,000 after four
years.
In June, lemonade stand fundraisers were.set up in all 50 states, as
well as in Canada and France, and
Alexandra and her family appeared
on Oprah Winfrey's TV program and
the "Today" show.
Alex hoped that her Alex's
Lemonade Stand charity would raise
$1 million this year for cancer
research. The effort has passed the
$700,000 mark, and Volvo of North
America had pledged to hold a fall
fund-raising event to assure that the
$1 million goal would be reached,
Liz Scott said.
Since June, Alex's quality of life
had dropped off, and her health had
severely deteriorated in the last few
days, her mother said. Still, her
daughter was determined to push
forward even as her condition worsened, she said.

Horoscopes

by Jacqueline Blear

suggestion.
GOMM!(May 21-June 20)
*** Your solemn attitude draws
many to you. If you would like to
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
a point across about risk-takget
4c;
5-Dynami
You'll Have:
ing and spending, you'd do it
Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 best by setting an example. Still,
Difficult
you expect a lot from those in
You charm your way into
charge.
19)
21-April
ARIES(March
whatever you want. Tonight: A
*** Stay subtle and anchored,
must show.
which really isn't your style. For
now, assume that profile. You will CANCER (June 21-July 22)
want to toss yourself into a situa- **** Try to comprehend
where someone else is coming
tion or be a player. Work on a
from. Understanding comes from
softer approach, and others will
respond. Listen well. Tonight: Get many levels. Try walking in his or
her shoes. Carefully check out
some extra R and R.
someone you meet today. This
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
person might not be all that he or
***** You might be absoluteseems to be. Tonight: Follow
she
ly serious about what you are
your imagination.
saying, but before you know it,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
you'll lighten up and relax.
**** Others run with the ball,
Perhaps clearing the air will help
and you don't like it at all. You
you let go. Be careful just how
can mope or have a close dismuch you treat yourself and othcussion with a loved one.
ers. Tonight: Follow a friend's
Perhaps he or she will understand where you are coming
from. Working together gains
good results. Tonight: Hook up
>1)01.44.6
with those you enjoy.
:_outr
)
1
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
cosium
gENTAL
**** A friend could be difficult
Ail Coltsietsmersr CCorties
and demanding. You understand
Men • Women • Children
what needs to be done to get the
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles • Maternity • Nursing
end results desired. Support a
boss, and you will be appreciatin August!'
All Summer Items 20% '7'5%
ed. Those in charge understand
you better. Ask for what you
il
S$112MeSrftis• F t!-ItIVA°11"
.
41M
.
.
ar!il rYm
- tt.?ous
I
.V.
Nanii8rpti
need from superiors. Tonight:
Accept an invitation.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your ability to get the
open
the
of
fnkxni
job done awes others.
the
enjoy
you'll
National,
As a driver with Schneider
Understand what needs to be
road with the respect and security of working for the world's busiest
truckload carrier.
done in order to clear out work.
INEXPERIENCED DRIVERS
Soon others will be seeking you
EXPERIENCED DRIVERS
out. You will want to socialize. A
OWNER OPERATORS
long-distance call makes you
happy, whether you make it or
• No experience necessary
• Company-paid CDL training for qualified candidate.
receive it. Don't stand on cere•$31,500-$39,500 1st year (inexperienced)
mony. Tonight: Mow the lawn.
•S45,000-$64,000 per year in 4 years
some exercise somehow.
Get
• Low-cost medical & dental insurance,
BONUS
SIGN-ON
tree vision & life
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday,
Aug. 2, 2004:
Your ability to zero in on individuals and understand what is going
on with them helps you succeed.
You will notice that people often
say one thing but mean another.
Help others clarify their messages. A partner or associate
could be unpredictable with
money. You pull the wild card
financially this year. Buy a lottery.
ticket if you feel lucky. Reach out
for others more often -- many are
shy. A new car or fun item involving communicalien-pNeis your
life, by your choic& You ill
spend more than you think. If
you are single, romance will
knock on your door. You will
have an unusual desire for closeness. You're likely to snuggle in
this winter. If you are attached,
spend more time together sharing your ideas and thoughts. You
ediscover how exciting your

sweetie is. PISCES helps you
see the bottom line.

'z
RITA
qte_rec
ear

oft

SEE THE COUNTRY

$5,000

;EXPERIENCED DRIVERS
OWNER OPERATORS

• Solos & teams

1-800-44-PRIDE

(1-800-447-7433)

Mon -Fri 7ant-9pm. Sat & Sun. 9am-6pm (Central lime)

/
/SCHNEIDER.

Finishing
Concrete
Sidewalks.
Driveways.
Patios, etc 759-3229
ENGER Carpet Binding
since 1991. 270-436-2347
or 270-293-6775

AP File Photo

Alexandra Scott, diagnosed just before her first birthday with
neuroblastoma, an aggressive form of childhood cancer, works
at her lemonade stand in Wynnewood, Pa. Alexandra, 8. whO
started a lemonade stand to raise money for cancer research,
sparking a nationwide fund-raising campaign that has raised
hundreds of thousands of dollars, died Sunday.

Affloo of Affosolg0000

serious missive sets
you back. Find others who will
give you help and feedback that
you understand. A partner is
instrumental in helping you see
the silver lining in a cloud.
Lighten up and don't feel
depressed. Tonight: Play with cfif-,
ferent ideas.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Where you thought you
had an arrangement, you find out
otherwise. Demonstrate your
ability to flex and move with
change. Partners and friends
seem to need to verbalize the
opposite position. Tonight: Keep
to yourself.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Work with the unexpectcome out on top.
ed, and
Charge in where others fear to
go. You can make sense out of .
chaos. Some of the information
you are being fed is incorrect.
Verify and get your own facts.
Tonight: Hang with friends.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
;
*** Keep close tabs on a
money matter, and you will gain;
Remember: What you choose
and how you spend your monet
is a reflection of who you are.
Don't let a nagging partner get to
you, but do listen to his or her
side or opinions. Tonight: Pay
bills.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Claim your power, but
don't be surprised if others are
reactive. Realize more of what
you need. Inadvertently, you create a lot of flak. Listen and evaluate, though ultimately you will do.
what you want. Tonight: What
would make the Fish happy?

***** A

BORN TODAY
Author Isabel Allende (1942),
director Kevin Smith (1972),
actor Edward Furlong (1977)

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service All Brands'

212 East Main St. • 753-1586
•

t.

C.•111

0

Success with no flour, no sugar diet
DEAR DR.GOTT: When my 6foot-4-inch tall, 39-year-old son
weighed 360 pounds, he was found
to have high blood pressure, ankle
swelling and a
slightly elevated
blood
sugar
level.
Obviously,
something had
to be done, but
he was reluctant
to lose weight
and to follow a
Dr GOtt regular exercise
plan — until
By
one of his leg
Dr. Peter Gott veins burst, he
couldn't stop
the bleeding and ended up in the
emergency room. The experience
scared him enough to commit to
your "no flour, no sugar" diet.
In less than a year, he lost 150
pounds, and hasn't missed walking
4 miles a day.
The effects were astounding. His
pood pressure and sugar levels are
flow normal, his legs are slender and
his self-esteem has risen astronomistilly. This accomplishment has
made an enormous difference in his
outlook and health. He is justifiably
proud of himself and we, his family,
pre as well.
I cannot thank you enough for
the positive changes you made in
virtually saving my son's life. Your
diet is simple, inexpensive and
effective. Keep up the good work.
DEAR READER: Thank you
for the compliment. I am gratified
that your son was able to turn his
e around. Judging from the
fore" and "after" photos you
eficlosed, I must say that your son
truly looks like a different person,
and the smile on the now-slender
plan is a winning gift to which I am
honored to have participated.
Other readers who are interested
in my diet plan can order my health
report "Losing Weight." Please send
a: long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.

Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR.GOTT: My husband
snores loudly enough to awaken me.
When I poke him in the ribs, he is
OK for several minutes. I believe
that, during his snoring episodes, he
may actually stop breathing for
what seems like an eternity. This
frightens me. What can I do?
DEAR READER: As I have
mentioned before, snoring dften
appears in middle age, when the tissues at the back of the throat
become flaccid, sag and close off
the airway. This may lead to sleep
apnea, a potentially serious disorder
during which the snorer ceases to
breathe effectively. Aside from
causing daytime exhaustion (in both
patient and spouse), sleep apnea
may be associated with hypertension, heart disease and other problems.
This common condition is worsened by obesity and the use of alcohol and/or sedatives.
I can understand why you're
frightened. I suggest that you
encourage your husband to be
examined by an otolaryngologist,
who will perform a detailed exam
and advise your husband if surgery
to remove the offending lax tissue is
appropriate. Addressing any aggravating factors, slich as a weight
problem or alcohol use, may also
help to resolve the situation. If surgery is not necessary. I recommend
that the ear-nose-and-throat specialist refer your husband to a sleep laboratory.
In such a monitoring environment. doctors will observe your husband's sleep pattern overnight and
then suggest therapy,such as continuous positive airway pressure
(CPAP) treatments. I recommend
that your husband address this issue
sooner rather than later, before dangerous health consequences appear.

Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.
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Dad's release from prison is a
nightmare for his daughters
DEAR ABBY: My dad writ to
prison in 1989 and was released last
November. My sister and I were
excited that Dad was coming home,
but it has been a
nightmare. He is
manipulative,
whiny and endlessly needy.
He moved in
with my sister
and she's going
crazy. She asked
me to take him,
Dear Abby but after my husband saw' the
way
Dad
By Abigail
behaves, he flat
Van Buren
out refused to
have him in our home. I agree with
him.
Dad keeps making excuses about
why he can't live on his own. He
claims he doesn't have the money,
but then he goes out and buys all
kinds of things for himself. He
refuses to accept responsibility for
his actions and insists that things are
everybody else's fault.
My sister feels too guilty to kick
him out, and I am at the end of my
rope. Dad won't go to counseling
because he thinks he doesn't need it.
Is this a case for tough love? -NEEDS TO KNOW IN WASHINGTON
DEAR NEEDS:The person who
could benefit from counseling is
your sister. Until she can emotionally distance herself from Dad, she
will continue to be manipulated by
his stance as a perpetual victim and
his guilt trips. Once your sister has
established boundaries, setting a
date for Dad to be out of her home
and insisting upon it are excellent
ideas.
DEAR ABBY: Please advise
other divorcees and me about proper funeral etiquette. Because I initiated the divorce from my ex-husband, my former in-laws no longer
speak to me. Both of them are in
failing health, so I am wondering if
I should attend their funerals for the

I'LL ONLY BE HAPPY IF
40U CARE ENOUGH ABOUT
OUR AVIRRtAGE TO
HAVE YOJR MN IDEA'!

2. BRIDESMAIDS. .
2 GROOMSMEN.
CLOWE-R CHILDREN...
AND OUR
Z DOGS AS RING-BEARERS!
WHATS YOUR IDEA?

10 years ago
Published i‘a picture of employees of Murray Paving Company
sake of my children, or stay away. I resurfacing the area of 'streets in
am willing to endure an awkward, Spring Creek Oaks Subdivision.
hostile reception to support my chil- City Engineer Butch Sergeant said
dren if you think my' attendance all 36 different streets should be
would be appropriate. -- WANTS completed by Aug. 15. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Allison
TO DO THE RIGHT THING
Milkman.
DEAR WANTS: Funerals are
Kim Earl Scott, 38, Almo, died
for the living -- in this case that
means your former husband, your July 30 when his tractor overturned
surviving, former in-law and your and pinned him underneath, accordchildren. Since you are persona non ing to Deputy Coroner Damon
Mathis.
grata, it might be best if your chilBirths reported include a girl to
dren attended the funeral with. their
father. If they need you to be there, Aliso and Victor Olazabal and a boy
then sit in the back and remain as to Amelia and James McReynolds,
July 21.
inconspicuous as possible.
20 years ago
Dr. Cathy Cole, a staff member of
DEAR ABBY: After reading the
Kentucky Council on Higher
letter from "Pussyfooting in
Nebraska," who gets too many jokes Education since 1979, has been
named as assistant to Dr. Kala M.
and other e-mails from her mother, I
Stroup,
.president of Murray State
thought I'd offer up my solution.
University.
Most of my e-mails go to my
Births reported include a girl to
office account. However, I have set
up a separate e-mail account specif- Jeannie and Kent Kingins, July 23; a
boy to Anne and James Roberson,
ically for my mother through a free
July 24: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
service. Mother sends her e-mails to
Dallas Evans, July 25; a girl to
that account, and that's all that goes
Kimberly and Ronnie Sellars and a
into it. Of course, it eventually gets
boy to Tracey and David Campbell,
filled up with jokes, etc., and whenJuly 26; a boy to'Lisa and Timothy
ever I get a chance (every month or
Chandler and a girl to Belinda and
so, or when she lets me know that it Kenneth Hart. July 27.
is full), I check it, and read and
Members of Blood River Bass
delete all of her e-mails.
Masters entertained about 100 senior
I hope this is helpful for' citizens with a fish fry at Ellis
"Pussyfooting." -- FAITHFUL Community Center.
READER IN L.A.
30 years ago
DEAR FAITHFUL: That
Members of First Baptist Church
sounds like quite a project! have voted to adopt the proposed
However, for someone who doesn't plan of the architect's drawing with
want personal e-mails commingled slight alterations of the outside
with business correspondence, your structure of the Swann building
solution may be just the ticket.

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
416AKJ
Q93
•9 8 7 4 3
•K 9
WEST
•Q 7 6 5
V2
•—
4IQ J 8 7 6 5 3 2
SOUTH
•10
AJ 104
•K Q J 5 2
*A 4
The bidding:
South
West
Nort

itating whether to bid seven spades
as a sacrifice, East doubled out of
turn — and piomptly led the ace of
trumps to confirm the soundness'of
his double!
Naturally, the tournament director
was summoned. He ruled that NorthSouth could continue bidding in turn
and,furthermore, that the ace of diamonds was a penalty card. (If a
defender improperly exposes a card,
it becomes a penalty card, which
must be played at the first legal
opportunity.)
With seven diamonds clearly
hopeless, South now ran to seven
notrump! He was hoping • to fin'd
some way to make that contract with
the aid of the exposed card.
West led a spade. Declarer
finessed dummy's jack and then
scored four heart tricks by taking
7•
Dble
repeated finesses against East's king.
7 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
South had been hoping that East
Opening lead — five of spades. ' would show out of hearts and be
forced to discard the ace of diaThis deal occurred at a national monds, but he had no such luck.
tournament more than 40 years ago.
Declarer next led a club to
At one .table the bidding went as dummy's king and cashed the A-K of
shown. West's four-notrump bid spades as East continued to follow
asked his partner to bid clubs or suit. Finally, South played a club to
spades. East duly obliged with five the ace, prepared to concede downspades, raised by West to six after four, but at this point East's luck ran
South bid six diamonds. When this out. Having no more clubs, he had no
came around to South, he decided to choice but to discard the ace of diaventure seven diamonds.
monds, and the grand slam came
At this point, while West was cog- rolling home!
Tomorrow: Experts are human too.
C2004 King Fealures Syndicate Inc.
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c-LASsICAL LESSoNs ANY
MoRE.&RANIPA I WANNA
PLAY STVFF PEoPLE My Abe
RECO&NIZE -AN' I WANNA
MAKE UP NE-w

EVE-Ry musiCiAN FEELS
THAT WA'f FROM TimE
TO 11mE, APRIL. BuT
CAN'T BE A &ODD 6 TARfST
IF you DoN'T Sllioy THE
MASTERS.
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LOOK WHAT I FOUND OVER
IN THE REC ROOM,BROWNIE
CHARLES...A FOOTBALL!

PAVE A 6000 IDEA _I'LL
HOLD TNE BALL,AND YOU COME
RUNNING UP AND KICK IT_

1 Safety or
mosquito 4 Pushed ahead
9 Chum
12 Fiesta shout
13 Taxi driver
14 Search engine
find
15 Commix rentals
17 Held responsible
19 1040 org.
20 Church reading
21 Rain hard
23 Guff st.
24 Has to have
27 Upper limb
28 Chits
30 Chowder morsel
31 Seattle's st
32 Hera's home
34 Musical note
35 Sweater letters
37 Dashboard
gadget
38 Debate side
39 Red-ink en ry
41 Southern st.

42 Recital offering
43 Raptor's nest
45 Film director
Spike —
46 Mysterious
48 Walkways
51 — Claire, Wis
52 Ship bottoms
54 Historical period
55 RN stations
56 Great Lakes fish
57 Xmas time

Fall mo
Yale athlete
Monotony
Cpl and Sgt
NATO cousin
Antimony,
in chem
Diminishes
Protest song
singer
9 Beat
0 "— we there
yet"
11 Attorney's deg
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 2, the
215th day of 2004. There are 151
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:*
On Aug. 2, 1943, during World
War II, a Navy patrol torpedo boat.
PT-109, commanded by Lt. John F.
Kennedy, Sank after being rammed
by the Japanese destroyer Amagiri
off the Solomon Islands. .(The
future president was credited with
saving members of the crew; he was
awarded the Navy and Marine
Corps Medal for heroism, and also
received the Purple Heart for
injuries he'd suffered.)
On this date:
In 1776, members of the
Continental Congress began attaching their signatures to the
Declaration of Independence.
In 1876. frontiersman "Wild'
Bill" Hickok was shot and killed
while playing poker at a saloon in
Deadwood, Dakota Territory.
In 1921, opera singer Enrico
Caruso died in Naples, Italy.
In 1934, German President Paul
von Hindenburg died, paving the
way for Adolf Hitler's complete
takeover.
In 1939, Albert Einstein signed a
letter to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt urging creation of an
atomic weapons research program.
In 1945, President Truman,
Soviet leader Josef Stalin and
British Prime Minister Clement
Attlee cbncluded the Potsdam conference.

E S SelY S

mo P PMEI

CO SCCIUPLE AR
EM SOHO WARE
ALQI OMR S DMA
USPJAL HIKE SM
IIMIT
AIMS
HS SMOIE D I ITO
ELL OWES R OM
CUPS EMUS PB
TI CEINSIUS LO
OCIRAVE TRACI:10
R EMT E D S E D AEU
16 Be wrong
18 Guinness and
Waugh
20 Feathers
21 Handled
roughly

which the church purchased last year
as a church annex, according to the
Rev. Richard Walker, pastor.
Enrolled at Murray State
University for the summer session
are 2,812 students, according to
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions
and registrar.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert McCuiston
were malted 50 years July 24.
40yeIrt ago
Murray Mayor Holmes presented
a history of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport and Kyle Field at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
He said the land for the airport was
purchased in 1957 at a cost of '
$53,000 for slightly over 300 acres
located near the Penny community
on Highway 783 North.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Black, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Hale, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. David Mitchell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lilburn Duncan and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Elkins.
50 years ago
Mrs. Clarence Compton,40, died
from injuries sustained in a two-car
accident on Highway 94 East about
5:30 p.m. July 31. Also injured were
her husband. Clarence, daughter,
Carolyn, 12, and two sons, Gene IS,
and Terry, 13 months.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Morgan, a girl to Mi.
and Mrs. Edward Hicks, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Fair, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Peal, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Arvin Hill, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Cunningham and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard'
Norsworthy.

22 Take
the podium
23 Indy winner
AJ —
25 "Platoon" actor
26 Well-dressed
28 Peoria loc
29 Pet lovers org
32 Willow shoot
33 Speaker's
pause
36 Counting
device
38 Gassed up
40 Satans
42 — Moines
Iowa
44 Oblect
45 Enumerate
46 Get the drift
47 Corn serving
48 Each and
every
49 Before now
50 Cul-de- —
53 MIT grad.
maybe
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NAP
deadline
is Sept. 1

Twilight Tobacco
Tour.is next Monday
°1111111111111.1111‘

The Calloway County Twilight Tobacco Tour will be next Monday,
Aug. 9. The tour will begin at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State University
tobacco barn on Johnny Robertson Road north. The tour will include
stops at research plots where UK specialists will discuss varieties, fertilization, disease control and other aspects of tobacco production.
The tobacco buyout will also be on the program. The tour will last
about I 1/2 hours and will conclude with a catfish supper. Anyone interested is welcome.
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KENTUCKY BEEF CONFERENCE: Beef producers can learn about new technologies and keep up
with markets at two August conferences. A new
project to track cattle and use the information in
makirrg the beef enterprise more profitable is one ot
the beef cattle conference highlights.
The Kentucky Beef Conference has two days
and locations(same agenda at each location): On
Extension Tuesday, Aug. 10, it will be at Kentucky Dam
Notes
Village, and on Wednesday, Aug. 1 1, it will be at the
By Lloyd
Cave City Convention Center.
Weatherly
Producers who attend will have a chance to learn
Calloway County
about where the beef market is going from CattleAgriculture
Fax, one of the best-known marketing strategy
Extension Agent
organizations. Conference sessions also will provide
the latest information on how Kentucky cattle perform in the feedlot, and how they compare on a carcass basis with cattle
from other states. Dr. Harlan Hughes, agricultural econotnist from South
Dakota, will help producers develop marketing programs that fit
Kentucky's cattle farms. The conferences also offer the opportunity to
hear about the status of the emerging national cattle identification program.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. CDT. Lunch and materials are included in
the $10 registration fee. lL,you are planning to.attend please call the
Extension office at 753-l42 so we can get a head count for lunch. Pay
registration fees at the cofilerence.

di\

TREES ALREADY PREPARING FOR COLD WEATHER: When tem-

Photo provided

People look over various food items and crafts at Murray Main Street's Saturday Market.

National Farmers' Market Week celebrated
such as
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky Agriculture well as many other Kentucky Proud products
plants.
nursery
and
crafts
salsas,
sauces,
of
jellies,
all
jams,
inviting
is
Farmer
Richie
r
Commissione
sell
units
refrigeration
with
equipped
Kentucky in celebrating August 1-7 as "National Markets that are
meat.
bison
even
and
pork
beef,
Week."
Farmers' Market
"The vitality of small and medium-sized farms
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has issued a proclamation officially proclaiming the special week "to further the across Kentucky is good for local economies, good for
expansion and awareness of farmers markets and the consumers, and good for the state's citizens," Farmer
contributions farmers make to daily life in Kentucky."
said. "Many communities find it rewarding to invest in
The number of farmers' markets in Kentucky has local markets as a component of economic development
grown dramatically in recent years, prompting the and are realizing benefits from the resulting tourism."
Kentucky Department of Agriculture to designate a
Farmer added: "Consumers benefit from the freshweek each year to take note of their benefits. Kentucky ness, quality, and wide selection of locally grown prodhas 97 farmers' markets, KDA farmers' market specialucts. Meeting and interacting with the farmer who
ist Janet Eaton reported, and University of Kentucky
the food also develops a special bond of trust in
grows
economists estimate sales at Kentucky farmers' markets
growers."
will reach $5.4 million this year. Across the nation, our
For a list of farmers' markets in Kentucky, go to
salesgenerated by farmers' - markets are estimated at
www.kyagr.com, click on farmers' Markets, and click
more than $1 billion every year.
Farmers' Market Directory.
on
as
vegetables
and
fruits
fresh
offer
markets
Farmers'

peratures outdoors remain near 90 degrees, it's herd to believe that trees
already are starting to prepare for winter.
During-August. many trees begin to shut down by gradually reducing
active growth and preparing to go dormant.during the winter and with the
approach of fall in the next few weeks shoner days and cooler temperatures will increase the process.
PRINCETON, Ky. — Every
As trees prepare to shut down;they begin to produce less chlorophyll,
spring and-sumer, farmers spend
a green pigment that combines with sunlight to make food for growth.
time and money putting up a- hay
Since trees begin using chloropbyll more rapidly then it is produced, its
crop only to watch harsh weather
green mask slowly disappears to reveal the brilliant show of fall colors.
conditions deteriorate much of the
Kentucky's diverse climate makes it home to many tree species com-hay that has been stacked outdoors
man to northern and southern states, providing a variety of fall colors for
and left to languish in the elements.
us to enjoy.
Thanks in part to a program
Kentucky by the
Trees in the Shut-down mode frequently are more susceptible to insect -I approved
and disease attacks. For example. brown leaves on black locust and other
Agricultural Development Board
trees are a common indication of an insect problem. This discoloration is
which oversees tobacco settlement
caused by immature locust leafminers eating leaves on black locust as
funds, many farmers have construct-i
well as birch. apple, beech, cherry, elm and oak. Larvae actually feed in
ed or renovated structures to store
the inner parts of leaves, removing the chlorophyll and leaving a browlnhay, helping to preserve quality and
colored skeleton.
reduce loss.
Leafminer attacks usually will not cause death unless trees were in a
University of Kentucky College
wet or
stressful situation early in the growing season, such as
of Agriculture research has shown
dry conditions.
that losses of 15 to 35 percent can
occur in large round gales.stacked
Another indication of winter preparation is that trees drop leaves to
on the ground..Inside storage can
reduce evaporation and enable trees to better cope with dry conditions.
reduce that level to four to seven
The yellow-poplar, one of the first trees to leaf out in the spring, is among
the first trees to begin loosing leaves in the fall and.we'll see them drop
percent.
•
To date. nearly $10.5 million has
shortly.
been conunitted.to the Hay, Straw
It's hard to believe that it's August. We still have six weeks or so until
and Commodity Storage model profall officially arrives. Even so, the natural world is making preparations.
gram since it began in late 2002,
according to the Governor's Office
Service
Educational pivgrams of the Kentucky Cooperative Extension
of Agricultural Policy.
or
disability
religion,
sex,
color-age,
race,
of
serve all people regardless
With the participating farmers
national origin. University of Kentucky. Kentucky State University, U.S.
that amount, there has
matching
cooperating.
counties,
Kentucky
Department ofAgriculture, and

Ky.
LEXINGTON,
September I is the deadline for
fanners to apply for coverage.
under the Noninsured Crow
Disaster Assistance Program:
the
(NAP) through
Department of Agriculture Farr*
Service Agency.
NAP i designed to reduce'.
financial losses that occur when
natural disasters cause a cata.
strophic loss of production or
prevented planting of an eligible
crop:
NAP covers losses greater
than 50 percent of your expected,
production at 55 percent of
average market price.
September 1 is the deadl
to apply for NAP coverage for
• Christmas Trees
III Crustaceans
•Grass-Sod
•Finfish.
September 30, 2004 is
deadline to apply for NAP coy
age for wheat in counties wh
the crop is not covered by
insurance.
To apply for NAP or to ob
information on any FSA p
gram. contact your local F
Office or go on-line
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/ky/.

New hay storage program reduces losses

extremely

been (or soon will be) at least $21
million dollars worth of hay storage
construction, estimated Doug
Overhults, an agricultural engineer
with the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
That probably translates to about
2,800 construction projects, he said.
"Trying_ to estimate beyond that
gets pretty speculative, but it is
probably reasonable to say that this
program has provided new storage
space for more than 250,000 tons of
hay," Overhults said."Farmers obviously see some value in it."
Most of the projects are new con- struction and most have been for
hay storage, although some have
been used to improve or construct
storage for grain and feed conunodi- ties such as soybean hulls, he said.
"Hay is a critical resource for
Kentucky," said Garry Lacefield,
UK Extension forage specialist.
"When the large round bales came
into being, they were largely accepted across the state but we soon
learned that we lose a lot from storing through the feeding process.
We've had a lot of research and edu-

NEIGHBORS
BANKING

cational programs on this topic and
we know that the better the quality
of hay, the more we can afford to
spend to preserve that.
"We know if we can protect hay
from the elements, then we are
going to reduce that amount of
loss," he added. "Hay is an expensive commodity. It costs us a lot to
put up, anything we can do to
reduce loss is critically important."
Lacefield said the beef and forage programs funded with tobacco
settlement money have enabled
farmers to be more aware of what is
takes to produce quality, how to
assess hay quality, and storage
nerds.
"It has helped us to move the
whole quality emphasis forward,"
he said. "It is something that will be
paying back in Kentucky livestock
forage production for years to
come."
The model cost-share program
for storage of hay, straw and grains
utilizes county agricultural development funds. Thd program provides
for up to $5,000 in cost-share assistance, matched by the applicant on a
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HERITAGE BANK HAS CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT,
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES AND PEGGY BAZZELL
personal
Heritage Bank is rigHlifully proud of its competitive certificates of deposit and convenient
bankers and neighbors..
services. But were even more proud of the people who serve our customers as both
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With a smile and a
▪ As a Heritage Bank teller, Peggy Bazzell knows what's cookin' with her customers.
neighborly service. • If
friendly, "How is everything?" Peggy has just the recipe for full service banking and
you want to know what's cooking at Heritage Bank, look to the people of Heritage Bank.

ERITAGEBANK
?10 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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50/50 basis.
So far, 78 counties have participated in the program. The program
is modeled from a hay, grain and
silage storage program that began
Shelby County.
Farmers must apply for
through their county. The program
is handled differently in each county, with some- providing less than
$5,000 in match, and in many cases
farmers may be providing more than
half the cost of the structure.
The main goal of this program is
to improve net farm income through
employing best practices related to
hay, straw and commodity - storage
and utilization, thus improving feed
and straw quality. Another goal is to
enhance existing commercial hay
enterprises and to help interested
producers start a commercial venture.
As an Extension agricultural
engineer, Overhults said his role has
been to provide educational support.
The program requires that all participants attend an educational session
provided by Cooperative Extension
Service.

